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PROPERTY OWNERS MUST
PAY STORM SEWER COST
BOARD OF WORKS AND SEWERAGE COMMITTEE DECIDED
THIS DURING YESTERDAY AFTERNOON'S CONFERENCE—
HEREAFTER NO CONTRACTOR WILL BE PERMITTED TO
CLOt STREETS WITHOUT CONSENT CF DO.ISR„D CIT
WORKS—MUCH BUSINESS TRANSACTED YESTERDAY.
Yesterday afternoon the board of
:public works met in regular session
with all three members present for
Abe first time in four weeks, at the
last several meetings some one mem-
ber being absent from the city.
At the session of the board yes-
terday, Aldermen Palmer and Miller,
and Councilmen Katterjohn and
Ochlschlaeger were present to dis-
cuss and decide upon taxing the cost
of the storm water sewers on
Broadway from Fifth to Ninth streets
and on Kentucky avenue and Jeffer-
son streets including. Sixth, Seventh
and Ninth streets. City Solicitor
Campbell was also present to explain
the legal phase of the case. He stat-
ed that the question sirsis a three-fold
one. That on Broadway between
Fifth and Ninth streets the city had
by ordinance ordered sewers to be
installed at the city's expense, and
that the work had been performed
arid pad for by the city, which closed
that matter.
The sewers laid on the north side
of Kentucky avenue from Second to
First street had been itleelled by the
city at the city's expense to care for
the drainage of Second street wh'en it
was reconstructed two years ago, and
that later an ordinance was passed
tc reconstruct Kentucky avenue
from First to Ninth streets and that
sewers were not specifically men-
tioned but considered as part of the
street improvement. and that his pre-
decessor had decided that the sew-
ers went in as street improvement.
Under this view of the case Solicitor
Campbell gave it as his opinion that
the cost of the sewer installed and
paid for by the city on Kentucky
avenue from Second to First streets.
could be assessed against the proper-
ty and collected In the matter of
the storm water sewers on Jefferson
Street from Second to First street,
Mr. Campbell stated that the ordin-
city, and in consideration of it,
knocked $1,aso off the purchase price
of the new machine. The company
shortly after this deal collapsed and
went out of business, and now rather
than be bothered with shipping the
old roller to its factory the trustee
of the company agrees to let the city
have it at the low sum of $foo.
There was filed the petition from
property owners that a street corner
electric light be placed at Meyers and
Clement streets,
The street car company .was or-
dered to repair the bad places in the
public street alongside the company's
switches at Ninth and Tennessee,
Ninth and Broadway, and out on
Langstaff avenue. The company's
fraqchise compels it to keep in good
condition the public street for two
feet outside the tracks and at this
point the gravel is in bad shape.
The street car company was given
permission to put in many new poles
over town, take down others and re-
arrange others.
The board officially confirmed the
location of the new street corner arc
Lights decided on several days ago by
President Wilhelm and Secretary
Taylor, who made a tow of the city
and selected the street corners and
other points where the new lights are
tc hang.
Arthur Jones asked the board for
permission to open a fish and oyster
stand inside the public market build-
ing on Second street. As only butch-
ers are allowed inside, he was refus-
ed, but rented bench No ss out un-
derneath the open shed at the end of
' the market.
In preparing for some basement
windows that will open right at the
pavement at The Palmer hotel, the
contractors reconstructing the hostel-
ry have cut out about one foot of the
concrete sidewalk in front of each
window to admit light. In order to
ante did not call for improvement prevent anyone from stepping into
except from Ninth to Second streets, these holes cut in the pavement, the
but that the plans did, yet the con- board directed the hotel company to
tractor could not hold either the have iron gratings placed over the
property owners or the city for the openings,
cost of same, even though the old Street Inspector Elliott was direct-
board of public works haeli.- ordered ed to clean up some rubbish and trash
the sewers to be laid as an outlet for left standing around Seventh and
the lines further out the street. Mr.4.. Kentucky evenue.
Campbell was asked if more than one The 
contractors
dollar per front foot could be assess-
ed against the property owners for
sewers and he replied that the sew-
ers on Jefferson street went in as
street improvements and not as
sewers.
Messrs Palmer, Taylor and Kat-
terjohn were appointed to see the
property owners on Jefferson street
between Second' and First streets,
and ascertain if they would pay for
the sewers along that block.
On motion the city engineer was
instructed that in making up his es-
timates for the street work accepted
yesterday to pro rate the cost of the
storm water sewers to the abutting
property. Those voting for the mo-
tion were Iiiessrs Taylor, Langstaff,
Palmer. Miller, Katterjohn and
.0ehlsehlaeger. President Wilhelm
voted against the motion exmaining
that he did so because he believed
the sewers to be separate from
street improvement, because a street
could be improved without sewers, or
a street could be sewered without
reconstructing the street, and that
the law in force when the contracts
were let limited the charge for sew-
ers not to exceed one dollar p
er
front or abutting foot.
The board awarded the contract
A: the 
West KentncRy Coal Conipany
fiirnishnuel for the city electric
light plant for the ensuing year. This
company agrees to furnish the coal
for $1.15 per ton, weighed over its
own scales, and $1.40 per ton if
weighed over the city scales. It was
ordered that the weights be made at
the company scales. The only o
ther
-
bidder was the Central Coal and I
ron
Company which proposed to furnish
the coal at $1.25 per ton,
The board bought the old city
-street roller from the American Road
Rcller Company for $too. The board
will now ascertain what it will cost to
put the machine into serviceable con-
dition, and if the expense proves too
great, the roller will be sold. They
already have an offer of $roo for the
roller from Chief Engineer John
Holmes of the. water plant, but this
was rejected yesterday. When the
city bought its new roller from the
,'Amerieen Road Roller people, this
concern took the old roller from the
-4 •
je-
pre paring to build
(Continued on Page Eight)
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M'CREARY SPEAK
MESSRS SINGLETON AND
BARRY GO OVER TO
HOPKINSVILLE.
Supplemental Registration Day Will
Be Held Next Tuesday—Repub-
lican Convention Today.
Colonel Gus G. Singleton, of this
c:ty, and judge Eli Barry, of Benton,
will leave thia afternoon at 3 o'clock
for Hopkinsville to be present tonight
at the speaking by United States
Senator James B. McCreary, who is
campaigning the state seeking the
democratic nomination to succeed
himself in the senate. He speaks to-
night at that neighboring city, while
next Monday evening he delivers an
address here at The Kentucky, where
he will be greeted by a large crowd
as this is the first time he has ap-
peared before a Paducah audience for
some years.
At the speaking next Monday night
all the Confederate soldiers of this
cit ywill be invited to sit upon the
stage during the speech. This invi-
tation is extended because Senator
McCreary is a Confederate veteran
himself.
Supplemental Registration.
Next Tuesday is the supplemental
registration day, at which time
those citizens who did not register
Octob-ee2nd will have an opportunity
to do so. The polls keep open next
Tuesday between the same hours as
upon the regular day, from 6 o'clock
in the morning until g o'clock at
night and the officers having charge
ten days ago conduct this supple-
mental registration also.
"THE BEAUTIFUL" 'PREPARATIONS
BREAKS RECORD FOR INSTINUTE
FALL OF SNOW IN OLD KEN-
TUCKY TEN DAYS AHEAD
PREVIOUS TIME.
KILLING FROST PREDICTED
ALL OVER KENTUCKY
SNOW FELL AT LOUISVILLE,
BOWLIN GGREEN AND
OTHER POINTS.
Snow Didn't Stick, But Was Heavy
Enough to Give Great Winter
Effect
Louisville, Oct. to.—All records for
early snows in Louisville were
broken this morning.
The best previous record, which
was held by October 26, 'goo, is
beaten by ten days, and October TO,
rgo6 goes on the meterorological
roll of fame as having brought the
f:rst downfall of what is known as
"The Beautiful" until the soft coal
gets in its work.
The snow this morning wasn't of
the sticking quality. It melted as
soon as it touched the ground, and
the most energetic boy in Louisville
couldn't have rolled a snowball even
if he had a man with a silk hat as a
target.
But it was a real snow in other re-
spects, fully as realistic as the
kind that falls on the heroines of the
plays. Those in the street, by shut-
t:ng the green trees and gras out of
their vision, would easily imagine
themselves in the middle of January.
Killing Frost
It is snowing not only in Louis-
ville, but all through Kentucky, flur-
ries being reported from numerous
points!
The indications are for fair weather
tonight with heavy and probably kill-
ing frost. There was no frost here
last night though it.is believed there
was heavy frost at points further
south.
Thursday will be fair and slightly
warmer.
SNOW FALLS IN
• , OLD KENTUCKY
Reports From Several Sections Tell,
of Regular Winter Weather.
iBowling Green, Ky., Oct. to.—The
first snow of the season fell here
this morning, falling at intervals
from 8 to 9 o'clock. The minimum
temperature last night was 38. Cloudy
v-eather preventedirny damage by
frost.
Snowed for Three Hours.
Maysville. Ky., Oct Jo—Large
fiakes of snow fell for three hoots
this morning, but melted as fast at it
OUTLINED PROGRAM SHOWS
MANY -IMPORTANT EVENTS
SEE DOWN.
EMIENT AUTIORITIES
0 BE PRESENT
"EXPERIMENTS WITH DARK
TOBACCO" WILL BE
SPOKEN ON.
Prizes Will Be Offerred for the Best
Samples of Corn and Tobacco
Grown Around Here.
There has been comrpletely out-
lined the program for She Farmers'
Institute. or agricultural convention,
that is to be held in this city for
three days .commencing Thursday
October itith at The Kentucky
theals:, under auspices of the Mo-
Cracken County Farmers' Institute
and the Kentucky State Department
of Agriculture. Great interest is be-
ing taken in the forthcoming gather-
ing, which will be participated in by
farmers from all over this portion of
the state, drawn to the exhibits and
to hear the addresses by eminent
authorities on these subjects.
The program is as follows:
Thursday, Oct. 18, Morning Session
Invocation—Rev. W. E. Cave.
Music.
Address of welcome—Mayor, D. A.
Yeiser, of Paducah.
Afternoon Session.
"The Scarcity of Farm Labor and
the Remedy"—Hon. W. J. Stone, Kut-
taw*, Ky.
"Experiments With Dark Tobacco"
—Prof. W H. Scherffius, national de-
partment of agriculture.
"Modern Methods of Seed Corn Se-
lection"—G. I. Christie, Perdue uni-
versity. Lafayette, Ind.
Friday Morning Session.
Music
"Intglligent Feeding of Live Sloth"
—Prof M. A. Scovell. director agri-
cultuKrayl. experiment station, Lexing-
ton.Food, Adulteration"—Prof. R. M
Allen, pure food department, Ken-
tucky experiment station.
Afternoon Session.
"Seed Adulteration"—Dr. J. W. T
Duvet bureau of plant industry, na-
tional department of agriculture.
"The Value of Good Roads and
How to Procure Them"—Hon. W. J
Stone, Kuttawa, Ky.; C. M. Hanna,
Shelby county. Ky.
Saturday Morning Session.
'Alfalfa"—F. G. Coburn, secretary
state board of agriculture, Topeka
fell. 
Kansas.
First of the Season.
Cynthiana, Ky.. Oct. to.—The first
snow of the season. consisting of
snove flurries, lasting a few minutes,
fell here today.
The Beautiful at Crab Orchard.
Crab Orchard, Arse Oct. I0.—The
early risers saw the first fall of snow
this morning
FIRST REPORT
•
Of Sheep Killed by Dogs ,Since New
Law Was Passed.
Jasper Hamilton. the well known
farmer living three miles soistli ef
the city, is the first person to report
that sheep had been killed by dogs
1since the new law was passed by the
last legislature. The law -is that the
money collected for the tax on dogs
is to be kept in a separate hind to he
expended 'only in case where dogs
kill sheep. Mr. Hamilton reports that
some unknown dogs has killed four
of his sheep. He has reported the
metier to the county judge and he
will receive his money as soon as the
due process of law is carried out.
Mr. Hamilton says he has listed his
own dog for the purpose of paying
tax on hfm and is surely entitled to
be paid for his eheep under the new
law.—Mayfield Messenger.
Mr. T 0. Waller- rand wife have
gene to Louievlle.
' —This morning at 3 o'clock it was
very cold, with prospects for a good
frost
—This morning at to.o'clock spe-
cial services will be held at Temple
Tercel, commemorative of the Dee of
Conclusions. Worship was held last
„evening for the same object, •
"2airying in Kenttrelly"-iLProf. R.
M. Tillers, experiment station, Lexing-
ton, Ky.
Afternoon Session.
Music.
Address—Prof. H. Garman, state
entomologist.
"Soil Fertility"—Prof. M. A.
Scovell. director Kentucky experi-
ment elation, Lexington, Ky.
"intensive Farming and Truck Gar-
dening"—Lecturer to be supplied.
To add interest to the convention
Commissioner of Agriculture Vree-
land has offered premiums for dark
tobacco and corn.
For tobacco samples shall consist
of 12 hands of 12 leaves each Al
l
tobacco must be grown in Kentucky.
Growers only will be allowed to com-
pete.
First prizes of and second
prizes of $s will be awarded for each
of the following grades'
Black wrapper, long or African
leaf, French leaf, Italian leaf, Green
River leaf, and Stemming leaf, any
type.
In the corn show 12 ears shall con-
stitute an exhibit. Corn must be
grown in Kentucky and exhibited by
grower, and prizes of $4 for the best
and $2 for the next grade will be
awarded the beet 12 ears of White
Dent, any variety, Yellow Dent and
the Boone county white corn.
Railroads have made A rate of one
fare plus 2C cents to Paducah from
all points in Kentucky, in order to
(rive the farmers a chance to attend
the coinvention.
—The Willine Workers society of
the German Evangelical church will
meet this afternoon with Mrs. Louie
Kolb Oi ell South Fifth street. •
SIR, HOPKIN'S
NARROW ESCAFE
FIRE DESTROYED TEXAS, PIL-
OT HOUSE AND CONTENTS
FLAME STARTED FROM
A HEATING STOVE
SEVERAL THOUSAND DOL-
LARS WORTH OF VENEER,
ING DESTROYED.
Statiorunan John McFadden Thrown
to Ground and Injured While
Trying to Leap on Truck.
By quick and active work yester-
Cay morning at 7 o'clock the Fourth
and Elizabeth street fire department
prevented the steamer John S. Hop-
kins from being completely destroyed
at the steamer's present mooring to
bank of the Tennessee river just b.--
yond Island Creek, and back of the
isIcKinnie Veneer and Packing Co-i-
pany's plant, in Mechanicsburg. The
fire was flaming up into a big blaze
when the stationmen hurried to the
scene and quickly extinguished it.
The boat is laying up on account of
low water, and although the crew
sleeps aboard, they take their meals
at Fourth and Meyers streets. While
all were away yesterday morning at
breakfast with exception of Dick
Brown, a colored helper, fire started
in the texas cabin underneath the
pi!ot house, presumably from the fire
in a stove. The fire laddies stretched
a line of hose from up on Meyers
street, through the ,eneer plant
yard and down the bank to the
boat, WI ere they climbed and began
•:1;4Ying the stream which rapidly put
out Cie (ire. bet not before the pilot
house, steering wheel and inside of
tsxas had been burned out. The
water seped through down into the
gassenger cabin below and damaged
the equipments. The cloth:ng of the
crew was lost during the blaze. The
loss will be about $2,000, fully cov-
ered by insurance at Evansville.
The insurance agents wired for the
boat to be repaired immediately, and
they will pay the cost.
The white pine used in boats cabin
burns like tinder, and it is miraculous
that the boat was not completely de-
stroyed. Quite a crowd was drawn
by the blaze to the water's edge
Veneer Mill Fire.
Yesterday morning about ro
o'clock fire was discovered in the
warehouse of the Paduebh Veneer
and Lumber Company's plant, (Sow
,'l's Mill) in Mechani6sburg, and be-
fore extinguished a loss of between
$1.000 and $4 000 occurred to the
veneering stored in the place. The
belief is that a spark flew in at the
warehouse door, as no fire is kept
around the place. it is very dry in-
side and the spark quickly ignited the
thfin veneering, which sustains its
heaviest loss from water, as the flame
did not consume much of it. The
water caused it to curl and shrivel
into uselessness. The loss is fully
cc vered by insurance. There was
about $2o,000 worth of fine veneering
inside the building.
False 'Alarm.
Mrs. Ada Bolten of toifi North
Fourteenth street thought her home
was afire yesterday morning on ac-
count of the volume of smoke in the
place. and the Tenth and Clay street
degartment was summned, but on ar-
.
r.ving it was discovered that the
snibke was blown down inside the
building by the strong wind playing
ari.und the chimney, and that no fire
existed at all.
Thrown To Street.
Yesterday was Fieman John Mc
Fadden's "day of" and he was walk-
ing near Sixth and Elizabeth, when
the truck came along, going to the
veneer fire. Stationman McFadden
t-ied to leap onto, the truck as it whirl
ed around the corner, but his hand
slipped and he was thrown to the
ground with force sufficient to pain-
fitly split his nose and badly lascer-
ate his face.
---The stock of Photographer James
Solar of Third and Kentucky avenue
was yesterday sold for $130 to San-
derstm's book stofe. The sale was
under ,,ourt orders for money Solar
owed.
—W. H. Graves dairy wagon was
hit by a street ear at Third and Ten-
nessee: yesterday morning, the wagon
tongue broken and several cans of
milk spilled.
SHORT CAREER
IN MATRIMONY
MARY ADELAIDE KING CLAIMS
DIVORCE AND $1,000
MISS DUNCAN SUES
TO ENFORCE JUDGMENT
E. REHKOPF FILED SUIT FOR
$263 AGAINST THE STARKE
, —ULLMAN COMPANY.
Willie Walden Sentenced to Three
Years in Reform School, But
Was Released.
Mary Adelaide King has filed suit
in the circuit court against her hus-
band, Monroe King, to whom she
was married only last May -15th,
here in this city. She claims he has
been cruel to her, and also that be
abandoned her and lived in adultery
w:th another. woman Besides the
divorce the wife wants $r 000 alimony.
, The couple are both over so years
of age.
Enforce Judgments
Ida L. Duncan of Dyer, Tenn., filed
auit in the circuit court here yester-
day to enforce collection of a $418.13
judgment she got in the Dyer court
September 3rd, 1906, agatrot W. R.
Hayes of this city The defendant
has never paid the jiidgment and she
asks the court here to force hina to
do so.
Sued On Account,
T. Rehkopf yesterday filed sent
against the Starks-Ullman Saddlery,
Company for $263.63 claimed doe foe
some collars plaintiff sold defendant
during last month.
I 
'Alt.
Boy Was Paroled. ......,
Willie Walden yesterday oseiru-
.ing in the police court was turned
over to the juvenile court, being of
,tender age. He is one of the boys
charged with cutting the tails off
mules at Sanderson's wagonyarel oa
Jefferson street. and yesterday af-
ternoon in the juvenile court. Judge
Lightfoot ordered him to the state
reform school for a period of three
years. the judge then lectured the
lad and let him go with the under-
!
standing that Walden will have to
serve the time at the reform institu-
tion if he again cuts any of his cap-
ers. The boy was then -released and
went home a wiser chap.
Property Sold:
I Property on North Twelfth 'tree.
has been sold by George C. Wallace
to John S. Bleecheeelarustee, for $r
and other considerations, and the
deed lodged yesterday for record
with the county clerk.
Land in the county was bought by,
W F. Morrison from Rodney Potter
for $3so.
Susan Morrison bought land he the
convey from W F Morrison.
Ed Thurman sold a plot of Main
street property, behind cemetery to
each of the following parties for $rso
each, M. J. Harlin S F Sexton and
Roy Millken.
Licensed To Wed.
Marriage licenses were issued by
the clerk to Baron Johnston, aged
2o of Fulton and Clementine Stark.
aged 24 of this city; John K. Wal-
ther, aged 31 and. Catherine Schmult-
zler, aged 21 of Cage City, Mo,
Saloon License.
/ The state saloon license of Oscar
Denker has been transferred from
1043 Kentucky avenue to too Ken-
tucky avenue.
WILL RETAIN THEIR PLACES
Isthmian Canal Commission Em-
ployes Sot Affected by
Contract System.
Washington, D. C., October re.—
Chairman Shonts, of the Isthtsisse
Canal Commission announced Tues-
day that the proposed plan of haviegi
the canal constructed by contract
will not affect the personnel at the
canal . cdimrnission or the clerical
fcrce. He also stated that the lab-
orers and employges of all sorts os
the canal will be retained by the
successful contractor. Mr. Shonts is
ergaged in preparing a statement
setting forth the conditions and rea-
sons for deciding forth the condi-
tions and reasons for deciding tip011
the contract system. This statement
together with copies of the proposed
et-attract will be made public' tta some
as completed. 4
•r^
-
MAYOR NAMES 1COURT FINED
REPRESENTATIVES WOMAN GHOST
1311111IGATES WILL BE CHOSEN
TO THE OHIO VALLEY
ASSOCIATION.
?be Body Continues Worling Hard
Per Congressional Appropria-
tions for Locks and Dams.
Asyut Yeiser yesterday- announced
thee he would immediately select the
representatives of this city who will
Mend the annual convention of the
Olio Valley Improvement associa-
tion, which meets next week at
Portsmouth, 0., and remains in ses-
sion for several days. The mayor
bee been so busy recently that he
overlooked these appointments, but
there is sufficient tinve yet, and he
will make his selections right away.
There will possibly be about eight
representatives go from here, and the
municipal legislative boards have al-
ready allowed $eco to defray the ex-
penses incurred by the delegates If
all this money is not used the bal-
sam will be turned back into the city
Isreasury, but generally all is used.
'lite association is the one com-
posed of cities along the Ohio river
mil much money is being spent get
tine bills through congress, appropri-
ating millions of dollars, with which
to construct locks and darns from
Pilteburg to Cairo so a nine-foot
stage of water can be maintained in
the Ohio river the year around.
0111ZAT LAKE FORMED IN
SOUTHERN CAIFORNIA
Attempt at Irrigation Reults Disas
. trously and Colorado River Es-
capes Its Banks, Forming a
Great Inland Sea.
Waehington, D. C., Oct. to.—Who
is responsible for the creation of the
Salton sea, in Southern California
whieb already covers an area of 400
square miles and threatens to spread
over zoo° square miles if some means
of diverting the Colorado river can
not •be devised
This question is perplexing Mexican
and American diplomatists, but, for
the time being, diplomatic represen-
tations have been suspended and both
the United States and Mexico are
bending every effort to check the riv-
er. which ihas been accidentally turn-
ed from its course through the efforts
of the California Development com-
pany to irrigate lands in Northern
Mexico and Southern California.
Interesting complications of an in-
ternational nature are threatened when
the two governments attempt to set-
tle their differences and ma.ke good
the damage which has been wrought
by diverting the Colorado from its
channel. The California Development
company originally tapped the river
below Yeuna, Ariz., and carried water
from iArizona through a canal into
1 9orehern Mexico and hack into a
great valley in Southern California. In
1g04 it was found that this canal was
inadequate to supply water required
for the irrigation project, and a Mex-
ican corporation, controlled by the
California Development company,
was authorized by Mexico to take
water from, the Colorado in Mexico
a divert distance south of Yuma. The
irrigation canal was only one-fourth
of a mile from a river at the point in
(Mexico where a ditch was cut through
the sandy bent( and the river connect-
ing with the great irrigation canal
We Rides were provide,d. and with the
high water of Kos the Colorado riv-
er was diverted from its channel cut
away its bank and went raging into
time lowlands of Califorrt:a far below
the sea level. Repchted attempts have
been made to turn the river back into
lea old channel, but without success.
Several email towns are now be-
neath the waters which the Colorado
has poured into the basin and in
matey places only the tops of the
railway telegraph poles indicate
Where the roadbed formerly•was. In
the lowest part of the sink the water
is now seventy feet deep. Failure
to control the river would give this
country and Mexico a lake compar-
able to the great lakes separating the
United States and Canada. At pres-
ent the lake is greater than any body
of water wholly within the United
States, except Salt Late- and, Lake
McClean.
Howe of Streater, Ill., claims
Se be the youngest living veteran of
the civil war. He was born in Hi-
nom, 0.. August 27, tfiso. For six
vreeii, in 786t he beat a drum to sum-
mon recruits to the old wigwam in
this.tity. June 5 of that year he en-
listed at Waukegan as a musician in
Convpany I. Fifteenth Illinois Volun-
teer. He was discharged at Camp
Hunter, Mo., by reason of "inebility
to endure fatigue of marching'," but
enlisted again and served throughout
the war.
"Last time he went fishing he prom-
ised us a mecit of fish, but we didn't
• get it."
"Maybe he didn't have the price."-
otteton Post
MARY CRAIG, COLORED, PAYS
$25 FOR HER BED IN
EMPTY HOUSE.
Willie Weklen Is Turned Over to the
Juvenile Court to Be Tiled for
Cutting Off Mule's Tail.
Mary Craig, the live and ebony-
hued ghost, was fined, $25 and costs
by Judge Pury.ear in the police court
yesterday morning on the charge of
disorderly conduct. She is the darIcy
found asleep in Dr. James Segen-
felter's empty residence on Kentucky
near Seventh street, and whose pres-
ence in the house made many believe
the place haunted, moving lights be-
ng seen and wired noises heard.
The warrant charging Ben Michael
with converting to his own use prop-
erty belonging to another, without
authority. was left over till aSturday.
Tom Stubblefield was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk.
I.izzie Henry was given a contin-
uance until today, after part of the
evidence was heard in the warrant
c'harging aver with disorderly con-
duct by cursing in the- presence of
others.
Willie Walden was turned over to
the juvenile court by Judge Puryear
who found the lad' was only 74 years
of age, therefore no tribunal has ju-
risdiction over hint except the juven-
ile court. He is one of the lads ac-
cused of cutting the tails from mules
at the Sanderson livery stable.
WANDERING UTES SULLEN
Majority of Indian Band, in Ugly
Moody, Keep 1.)p Xarch.
Washington, Oct. lo.—A telegram
to the commissioner of Indian af-
fairs from Indiana Inspector Mc-
Laughlin dated at Newcastlee Wyo.,
today indicates that the band of
wandering Ute Indians who have
been absent from their reservation
in Utah for several months past is
begining to disintegrate, but that
most of them are stdbbornly refusing
to teturn to their homes.
"The leader positively refuses to ee-
turn." Mr. McLaughlin telegraphs,
"but I succeeded in getting forty-five
to ahcompany me. I promised to
send them and sixty ponies by rail
to Rock Spring, Wyo., from which
point they will be sent home in six
days. They should reach here on the
evening of Oct. to and will need ra-
tions on arrival.
"About too of the more aggressive
will continue northwest to the Big
Hcrn mountains, where they contem-
plate locating. But they can not sub-
sist there.
"No trouble need be apprehended
from them if not interfered with
They are sullen and will doubtless
resist if forced to return in present
mood, but approaching cold weather
and lack of subsistence will soon
hung them to their senses.'
The commissioner has directed Mr.
McLaughlin to go with the Indians to
Rock Springs and to supply them
with rations.
Bt. RN NOW A HOSPITAL:
OWNER DEFIES CITY
TO WRECK IT.
Chicago, Oct. to.—Street Superin-
tendent Doherty believed for a time
yesterday that he was about to sue
teed in a matter that had frustrated
the city for years. He endeavored to
tear down a barn on North Forty-
first avenue, between Elston and
Cullom avenues.
For twenty years the city has been
trying to tear down that same barn
but injunctions have always restrain-
ed them Yesterday the last one was
dissolved and Doherty hastened to
Accomplish the work.
When Doherty arrived at the barn
with a wrecking crew the owner
sutosely told him that the barn had
been quarantined by the state as a
shi4ter for glandered horses, and de-
fied the street stiperurtendent to vio-
late tlae quarantine. Doherty retired.
BRIINGE7TRUST FIGHT IS ON
State Inherits Ouster Order, but Com-
panies Deny Charges.
'Bellelontaine. 0., Oct. to.—Attor-
ney General action against the
alleged brielsze trust was brought to
issue in the Logan county circuit
court today. The state asks for an
thestor order and the appointment of
receivers to take over the affairs of
the thirteen defendants. All the com-
panies have filed general denials of
the charges.
Five bridge companies surrender-
ed their characters today. They are
the Champion Bridge Company, the
King Company and the Canton, Belk
fontaine and Massillon companies..
A' transporter bridge, the first of the
kind, in England, was ordered Sep-
tember 12. It spans the river, Esk
end consists of a ear, suspended by
cables frosts rails and worked by elec-
tric motdre in towers on each side .11
the river.
EIGHT LOST IN
LAKE STORM
IRVING'S SAD MEMORY. LANDIS SAYS TAFT'S COURSEHow He Onoe Introduced Kerb
Twain at a Banquet in WILL BREED ANOTHERLondon.
Among the many poop/ 1,-.rtained
by Sir Henry Irving durint, all lee
seeship of the Lyceum was Mark
Twain. Irving gave, him a banquet isWORST STORM IN TWENTY-
the greenroom after a performaeoe one
ON LAKE. night, with a distinguished company
present, wore the Brooklyn Citizen.
When Sir Irving arose to propose the
guest's health, the humorist's name eaVessel Goes Down in Huron Bay eaped him completely and the result
—Two Barges Wrecked at • was something like this, but the read-
Red Ridge, Mich.
SIX YEARS RAGING
Chicago, Oct. to.—A storm of u,n-
usual violence raging on the upper
lake, and which is proceeding toward
Chicago with hurricane speed, sac-
rificed eight lives by sinking a steam-
er in Huron Bay yesterday. Two
barges in -tow of the steamer Barth
were beached near Red Ridge, Mich..
and the crews, numbering fourteen,
all told, have not yet heen-iteard from.
The gale raged across Huron Bay
all day, its course being southerly
The steamer 'Pasadena was caught on
a lee shore and reports received at
Houghton, Mich., are to 'the effect
that the steamer went down with all
on board.
The barges Wayne and Foster, in
tow of the steamer L. L. Barth, were
caught in the gale when near Four
teen Mile Point and cut loose. The
barges are said to have beett beached,
but the crews have not yet been heard
front
The barge Foster was totalij
wrecked in the heavy surf.
Worst Storm in 26 Years.
Captain David Carrier of the Barth.
which reached Calumet in safety, said
the present storm is the worst he ha
seen on Lake N9chigan in more that
twenty-six years.
It is feared that many vessels have
been lost or arc endangered by the
storm.
The force of the gale began to fie
felt about Chicago early in the day
The Goodrich line of steamers To
Grand Rapids, Mich.. was 'forced ti
tie up and abandon their trips, th
skippers fearing to brave the storm
The wind blew from the west and
north at thirty-six miles an hour.
Life Savers Are Alert.
The life saving crews about the
lakes were in readiness for sudden
calls, but they reported that, whi!e
the lake was rough, no accidents to
whipping were reported.
Marriage Regarded Too Lightly.
In recent years, as all readers o
the papers know, it has become to(
common among a certain class o
people to have the marriage ceremony
perfrmed under strange and unusua
condittiorts. as on platforms at -otmt3
fairs, on the top of a smokestack, etc
The cheap notoriety that attaches t.
this sort of marriage destroys th
sanctity that should pertain to th
ceremony and gives the unthinkini
occasion to regard it as a joke rather
than a serious 'transaction. There is
altogether too much trifling with th
marriage tie already without turning
the ceremony into a monkey show -
Indianapolis News.
PENNSY LOCAL FARES
REDUCED TO 2 1-2 CENTS
Pittsburg. Oct. to—Announcement
was made by E. A. Ford, general
traffic manager of the Pennsylvania
lines west, that on November r next
the local passenger fares in Indiana.
West 'Virginia and Pennsylvania will
he reduced to a basis of 2 1-2 cents
per mile, and that the present inter-
state fares for Airough tickets will be
reduced virtually to 'the win of the
new local fares in Indiana, Ohio and ,
Permeylvania.
The present interchangeable mile
-1
age order, which is onored for ex-
change tickets by all lines in the Cen-
tral 'Passenger Association. Mr. Ford'
says, w:11 probably be continued on
sale, wiah the price reduced to $25
and n refund of Sc.
MAN HUNT IN
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte. N. C.. 'October 4—The
posse Which was in pursuit of Oscar
Gaddy, the negro who murdered Supt.
R. H. Eubanks at the itailroad camp
near Lexington, N. C., Sunday, lost
track of him Monday night and
bloodhounds failed to pick up the
wetvt. About coo nterrewereeerrgaged
tn the chase. Excitement at Lexing-
ton was further increased by the
threats of another negro to kill Fore-
man Butler and a posse chased the
negro, but he was captured by the
sheriff.
FINE T URPNTEN $ .000
FOR FleHT AT TRACK
Louisville, Oct to.—F-dward Alvey
Anti Sam. Stephens, who engaged in a
gun play during the running of the
sixth race yesterday, were fined $1,000
by the officials of the Louisville
Jockey today emit barred from!
the cout?s bduting the remainder of
the meeting.
Neither Alvey nor Stephens will be
allowed to boot' eitlier directly or in-
directly or race their horses during
the rentainder of the meeting.
Taking pains for others is often
path to peace for ourselves.
1 Police= el2. .The Parisian rnuntelpal oonithittemi
a ' who visited London recently wen
principally street( in the Biagi*
0111 ir 11Williin at So AftwillIWI
is must imagine the high and nasal
tones of the actor:
"Gentlemen—I rise to perform a
very agreeable duty—a most important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
What is that name') We have with
na to-night an our guest the most dle-
tinguished of our compatriots from
acres, the water (I'd give to-night's
receipts if I could think whe the devil
he Is) —4 man whom you all know and
love. (Ha! ha! )—a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire las
amused and entertained two hemis-
pheres ('Drat my memory!')—e man
whose name is a household weed
wherever the English language is spate
is ('except to me!')---a man in a word
who I. the laughing link which blade
England and America cleeer than any
international treaty can do. I propose
the health—of--of this man—I propose
the health—of—this man—I praxis*
the health of—of—(in a sudden burst
of menemoaic discovery)—of Samuel
Mark Twain!"
Which is on a par with Sir Henry',
memorable reference to a femme
American comedian as "our little
friend, Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier a Ancient Date Always
Used Silver Bullets to
Shoot Them.
1
In witchcraft lore silver seems to
have been credited with great power
to disperse evil spirits, says the Phil
adelptiz Record. In an old book on
the subject one reads of a "vallient
Sould!er who had skill in Necromancy,"
and who always used "ails bullets
to shoot away the witches." The evi-
dences bf such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
•farmer.
Mr. Vedderman is inter-shed In eu.
rim, and purchased recently an old
musket at a farmhouse ewe From its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolutlea. It was in a deplorable
state of rust, and in cleaning it th.,
new owner discovered that It wee
loaded.
earehilly withdrew the charge,
and to his surprise '.7ound instead et
bullets two silver shillings, dated 1711,
tightly wadded with leaves of • Bible
Of aneie.it print. Beneath the coins
was a seelPt lock of hair and a pion
per containing an Illegible quo-
lion The gunpowder was coarse sad
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture
Tbe whole looks very much like a
eharmed charge, ralculat-i to dense&
lab some weird lady of the broom.
stick.
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
Arrangement by Which the Taal' Is
BAD dered Oomparatively
llasy.
My companion was set at tying the
lags of the deer toget..t wills I cal
down a birch sapling sCII .3 three inches
In diameter and abotc, te:. feet in length,
writes John Boyd, in R( ceation.
A birch tree was chos. Itecauee It ts
clean and springy, and being tough
grained a lesser size car, be used than
would be necessary with eorne other ye.-
rieties, the extra weight e f which (teed
(or much on a long carry.
This completed, the pule was pushed
between the legs, now Cod together at
the knee joints, and the lead of !he ani-
mal secured by rope close up to the can
eying pole.
It is an advantage to get the animal in
as compact a mass as possible. for in go-
ing through (lenge bush every additional
foot of Lurden you have to push and
guide through the mere of Lraneh-s the
harder it will be on the carriers, end!:
the bo.iy of the deer is well IaFhd to the
pole and as close up to it as possible the
lees strain there will be when you get
into step in the open or when climbing
over obsifur(ions, getting up or down
hills, or crossing screams on a fallen
tree. It is In such places that the pen-
dulum-like mottua becomes a nuisance,
but which is readily overcome by seeing
that the animal Is bound close to the Cid%
rying pole.
---
Holland Smoking Society
A earetement of smokers which was
organized at Laeken, in Holland, hy a
society which calls Itself the Vlaa h-
Pljpenrookers, has ended in the !c-
hary of one Frank Kos in the principal
ocattest. Kos established a record of
keeping his pipe alight for three hours
and ecren minutes without asking for
a *wend match. The second in this
competition was a in an named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two hours
and 63 minutes, and the third was one
Brurneel, who smokes) without a break
tor two hou.-ts and three-quarters.
Louden's Trading - &i
The city of London, e ile square
r
th 
e.
tautedpaltly In which the bulk of 1.011-
don't financial and wholesale buainess
is done1 is likely soon to suppress
kinds of street trading.
"Cahn" 
CUBAN REVOLUTION
VP
Evansville, Ind., Oct. to.—Con-
gressman Charles Landis, speaking
at Evans hall to a fair audience last
night, had his say concerning the Cu-
ban situation. His remarks bore spe-
cial significance because Mr. Landis
ranks next to the chairman on the
committee on foreign relations.
Mr. Landis endorsed the attitude of
the president in the announcement
that Riosevelt made' that we went to
Cuba for the purpose of restoring
peace and in good faith restoring the
republic. Mr. Landis did not here take
time to mention that the differed with
Senator Hemenway, who recently, in
a speech, said that the outcome of
this trouble would be Cuban annexa-
tion 'to the United States.
Mir. Landis then proceeded to take
a fall out of Secretary Taft. due per-
haps to the fact that Mr. Fairbanks
thinks that the Taft presidential boom
is assuming alarming proportions and
that the secretary of war must not
become too big a man in the eyes of
the people of Indiana.
Mr. Landis said that there was a
doubt in his mind as to whether or
not Secretary Taft's first steps were
the safest and wisest that would have
been taken. He said that he believed
that the first thing essential in Cuba
was to impress upon those people
the absolute necessity of submitting
to the expressed will of the majority
as registered at the polls. He doubt-
ed the wisdom of Secretary Taft's go-
remembered until the end of time. He
was inclined to think that this pol-
icy would invite a revolution after
AUTOMOBILE LUXURY.
The Palaces on Wheels That Can Be
Had for the Money.
The inside of a limousine body is
indeed • revelation to the person who
47as conceived the ill
-formed idea 'hat
an automobile is an uncomfortable lit-
tle box on wheels with hard, bumpy
cirthions and' nothing to attract the
person who desires ease and luxury
while moving about the country, say,
Country Life in America
Starting with the upholstery, which
may be either o (costly leather or
whipcord. or for that matter of any
-material that the owner desires, we
find the cushions made of the best
'hair and fitted over the finest springs.
In the interior finish of these bod-
ice the coach burlder has reached the
perfection of his art. Cleverly de-
signed pockets are conveniently
placed to hold a kerchief, a purse or
some visiting cards. Overhead there
is an electric light (hidden in the ceil-
ing, while others gleam out at night
from four corners. There is a little
foot warmer on the floor, and at times
this is replaced with a complete cel-
laret.,.. A silver-bound card case•in
which a costly watch or small clock
is set is placed directly in front of
the occupants. On the right side is
.a brass plate, bearing electric buttons
connecting with the annunciator, by
means of which the occupants of the
car may control its speed and direc-
tion by flarIbing orders by electricity
to the operator on the front seat
This does ai.vay with the old system
of having a tube, it being necessary
with that to have the driver stop his
car when instructions are being giv-
en to him. In some of the largeros
cars the designers bare even gone 
far as to furnisli toilet conveniences.
Card tables. writing desks. chafing
(Settee, all seaccially designed and ii:-
tedTh't
eoret h ies en
ai. 
:acatircea.lnl pr t l y nothing 
nhnove
ltyotin that a
modern Pullman car contains, from
the sleeping berth on, that cannot be
built in miniature and placed in an
antllmobile for practical use either in
the city or while touring. In some
cars complete cellarets are designed
in compact form and placed on the
mottling board. They arc fitted with
bottles and glasses. cork screws, etc.,
all silver tnounted. and thy spirittin
frtrmenti is kept cool by a cleverly
devised ice chest, which is part of the
outfit Such a convenience may cost
any stub from $75 up. according to,
its elaborateness and completeness.
One hundred dollars may be spent
on an electric annunciator placed' on
the dash in front of the driver and
operated with 'buttons inside the li-
mousine. These buttons when pressed
light up ,the dial, showing the words
"Faster," "Left," "Right." "Slower,"
"Start," "Stop," "Horne," "Club." or
anything else that the owner may
care to signal, if the dial be ar-
ranged accordingly.
It is easy to spend 475 more for a
clock Fifty dollars is not too. much
for an equipment of sterling silver
mirrors, clothes brushes, whisk
brooms, perfume bottles, card eases
And those other small fittings of like
nature. A cleverly devised detachable
card table will cost $ast while $5o
more May go for a miniature ice box
and still another $5o for a fully eqttip-
ped lunch basket containing plates,
knives, forks, table linen, etc., for a
I picnic party of feinr or more.If the owner is desirous of know-ing just how fast his car is traveling,he can spend 475 and' have a speed-
every election. He said that Seers
tary Taft should have backed up•
Palma by landing his to,000 marines
and calling for woo American sol-
diers. Then he should have given
those revolutionists a lesson in obedi-
ence to qthe law that they would have
remembered until the end if time. He
should have supplemented this by giv-
ing the Ctibans opposed to the exers
cising government to understand whet
is meant by the word treason and
then, if Taft learned that the emis-
saries of the sugar and. tobacco trust,
were in the business of fomenting rev-
olutions, he should have given them
their choice of going to prison or leav-
ing the island forever.
We all know. said Mr. Landis, that
the Cuban republic was getting along
swimmingly until suddenly this rebel-
lion, which bore all the earmnrks of'
careful preparation, came to • haul.
He said he was inclined to think that
the tobacco raiser and cane and fruit
growers who claim American citizen-
ship as their protection and who de-
sire to get their products into the
United States without paying tariff,
rather than the professional insurrec-
tionists are at the bottom of thig
whole trouble.
Mr. Landis said that the American
people meant what they said when
they pledged the honor of this repub-
lic to the earnest endeavor to build
a republic in Cuba and that there will
be no annexation to the United
States until the congress is satis6ed
that every possible attempt has been
made to keep that pledge.
4
ometer placed in front of him in the
car. Five dollars will buy a graclome-
ter tellino :he steepness of a bill the
car is a..cending, deecending Five
dollars more ail! buy a foot warmer;
$to us ill buy It set of waterproof lamp
covers, and $8 more two enameled
duck tire casings A padded footrest,
upholstered in keeping with the in-
side of the car may cost tick and gives
a filen support for the feet at a nat-
ural comfortable incline, being a se-
cure brace ageinst violent motion at
the car Further to eliminate violent
jars the machine may be equipped for
475 with a set of shock absorbers,
preventing breakage of springs oft
rough roads, and also insuring even
and smooth riding without jar to the
passengers Supplementary reir
springs may be bought for Sto more.
D. match night riding is done Poo
may be easily peat for gas headlights,
and $5o more for the latest gas tank
filled with gas under pressure and re-
quiring no attention until erupt'',
when a new tank of gas may be
bought for $3
If the owner be tensicalh :nclined
he can ft his car with a dome borne
of the calliope type, worked by the-
exhauet pressure Prom .the engine.
The equipment costs $25 or tio to
bey and install. The owner may loIF
hack end play circus tunes as he is.
whirled throne& the country by airn-
Ph' manipulating the necessary valve
levers.
—On October ,th, a meeting will
he held here by the county vice presi-
dent. of the Immigration Association;
organized here last week, at which
time the officers will devise a means.
of securing immigrants for this sec-
tion of the country This meeting
will be the first day of the Farmers
Institute
HOLD SALOONIST FOR DEATH
Timothy Foley Sent to Criminal
Court for Shooting John
Fitzgibbons.
Chicago. Oct. to—Timothy Foley
saloon keeper at eo Weal Madison
street, was held to the criminal court
yesterday by Corancr's jury -which
inquired, into the death of John Fite-
gibbons. Fitzgibbonti was ailtot while
in the saloon Mondly niwtrt ot the
end of a fight between, the salcien
keeper and his customers.
SHOWS LARGE RESERVE FUND
---
Catholic Mutual Beeefit Association
Pays 54.000000 Death Claims.
Detroit, Mich. Oct to—The Au-
orerric council of the Catholic Mutual
Ii4neflt Association Anvened here
today in triennial session with about
sixty delegates present. The reports
ef Supreme President John J. Hines,
of Buffalo, and Supreme Recorder
Joseph Cameron, of Hornollsville, N.
Y., showed a membership of 58,600
and that the association had paid
more than $4,000 000 of death claims
during the past three years and that
the reserve fund at present exceeded
$1,600000, which is invested in bonds
and mortgages.
In the nine months ended March
37, Igoe, Phillippine Islands had an
eeport trade of $23,588,000 and an im-
port trade of $19,835,00o. The im-
ports of rice show a reduction of $2,-
cooed° from tgo5 and $15,o00,00o from
Igoe, owing to the improvetnent fl
_crops and food conditions 'in the isl-
ands. • . •
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‘i REAPING THE
WHIRLWIND
FINANCIAL POLITICIANS OF
NEW YORK WHO HAVE
SOWN, TO THE WIND.
Writer Says Hearst May Be a Faker.
But the Public Has Profited
by His Efforts.
New York, t. io.—Itt the discus-
sion of Hearst and Hearstism and
more especially the cause of its rise,
I have confined my effort, more to
statements of a general nature instead
. saccitic inoanees. People
beyond the state of New York, quite
unfamiliar with conditions here, may
•41 be at a loss to understand how a man
.of the type of Hearst can rise to be
a dominating factor. They may look
upon such a state of affairs as a re-
liection upon the intelligence of the
mass of voters here. Holding no
brief for either side, let me set forth
the conditions ehat are responsible
for Hearst, just what good is apt to
go with the evil of his political as-
r endency
He is the first man to state openly
and above board the truism that many
'have suspected, namely, that both
parties are owned body and soul by
a few wealthy men. That for the last
few years it has not been Frank S.
Black, Joseph H. Choate, David B.
Hill or D. Cady Herrick who have
been guiding spirits' of their party,
rather the Vanderbilts, E. H. Harri-
man. August Belmont, Anthony N.
Brady and Thomas F. Ryan'.
The intere,t of the latter class in
politics has not been to advocate
either party, to brine before the peo-
ple candidates for office of ability or
integrity, but rather to protect their
enterprises and extend their fran-
ciliate Let me give instances. It
is well known that two years back the
seat of Chauncey M. Depew was
promised to Frank S Black. That
Black would have made a brilliant
representative is well known, for he
I, both a lawyer and orator of more
than ordinary ability.
The entire rank and file of the par-
ty as-aa enthusiastic river the choke.
New York has not had a -voice in the
uPPee house since David B. Hill re-
tired. Rut no—there was Chauncey
Depew. who was an officer of the
Vanderbilt lines. The Vionderhilts
and Harriman wanted him and their
command proved mightier than the
•entiment and choice of the rest of
the Republican party
Reforms AU Thwarted.
Take another instance When the
Hearst movement was taking root last
year. Tndee Herrick, Francis Burton
T-Tarr'son and other patriotic Demo-
crats started a counter one to Or-
ganize the party and keen the control
away from Me New York editor.
They were promptly thwarted by Au-
gust Belmont and Anthony N. Brady.
Why' It was detrimental to 'the in-
terests" of these men that Harrison
and Herrick should be powers. They
wanted to retain the control, them-
selves Now comes the question, ad-
mitting that Belmont, Ryan and Bra-
dy are in politics to protect their in-
vestments, are the public service cor-
porations controlled by them giving
the people a square deal?
Take the transit problem. one that
is most vital in this city The statis-
tics of the railroad commission show
that since Belmont and Ryan united
and now control the eurfam. elevated
and mbways. despite the fact that
thev carry more passengers than ever
before, the number of cars run has
grown less since the merger. which
means more overcrowiliner. a condition
that is a disgrace to a great city like
New York. Morel Tt is well iriown
that the east side of New YZrk is
badly in need of at least* two sub-
ways, that people are now herded in
the ears hire cattle and that the pros-
perity of that section sMuld he en-
%need considerably by an' under-
ground nad.
But Mr. Belmont and Mr. Ryan
ifotet want to go to that expense as
)ertg as a strap in a mffncating atmos-
phere after a hard day's work or you
Twirl an excessive price for gas Natil
very often for more than you burned.
Is it not (mite logical that you would
look with a kindly feeling upon a man
who has fought snob in with
nitwit success?
Reaping Whirlwind.
The financial politicians have sown
the wind They are now reaping the
whirlwind; Mr Hearst may be in-
sincere. a faker in other words.
'reented that he is anti that his fight
for eighty-cent gas and other reforms
were done not because he sought to
serve the public. but to gratify his
political aspirations. The fact re-
mains that the public has profited by
such efforts. Other men have sought
It through their eloquence or an is-
sue. The great mass of people may
have profited indirectly, but not oth-
emit. r .
/ had one, why not Hearst? He will 11111/1110/1011111.11~1111.1110/11A11111/8111111/1
have to meet the most severe tests.
For he is promising mucth and may
only be able to perform little. But
why not see? his admires ask.
If Hearst fails, he will fizzle out
the same as William T. Jerome. Few •
•,, /
rest under the impresion that he will )
succeed in satisfying the mass of vot-
ers on whom he depends for prefer-
ment. It is not without import to
dwell upon two other. grounds on
which certain Democrate.,have bolt-
ed. The first is that the better ele-
ment of the party is ittIthasect to him.
By this is meant in many circkes,
some of the more wealthy members.
The time has gone by when the
man of millions, "the captain of in-
dustry," as it were, was cinsidered
the person whose political affiliations
•••
should be followed, because he could
not be on any side other than the ne
for gond government. Years back it
was the ward eliririan ,lictriet
leader, who was the subject of much
study in and out of the magazines
and newspapers as the foe of good
government.
Bugaboos Reversed.
But times have changed. It is in
the main, though with exception, of
course, the rich man, the one who
was once considered of "the better
element," who stands behind the
ward heeler with his purse, behind
the lobbyist at Washington, in the
committee on ways and means when
a tariff law is to be enacted, who is
our political problem. The idea that
he will not suppbrt Hearst ought not
to count.
Let us pass on
ground—the circumstances under
which Hearst was nominated. That
the methods, especially the unseating
of delegates, was brutal, goes with-
out saying But after all it is only
part of the game of politics. Did Re-
publicans bolt Theodore Roosevelt
in too6 just becaue his convention
unseated the delegation from Wiscon-
sin friendly to Robert M La Follette
for the John C. Spooner men? Have
not David B. Hill, Therm C. Platt
and other leaders pursued the same
tactics, deplorable as they are? When
August Belmont and his followers
would not relax their grip on the
party last winter to enable D. Cady
Herrick and other patriotic Demo-
crats to save it. they sowed the wind.
In William Randolph Hearst they are
reaping the whirlwind
EDWARD I.ISSNER
to the second
EXHAUST TO IMPEL AIRSHIP
Railroad Mechanic Invents VIALS
Machine Along Unique Lines.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Oct to.—Jacob
C Miller. district mechanic of the
Chicago Milwaukee and St. Paul rail-
way, says he has invented an airship
that depends neither on a balloon nor
ny other sort of .! gas .bag The
principle, he says, is the same by
which birds fly, yet the machine has
ma wings
Herbert N Brenneman. assistant
superintendent, is associated with the
inventor in perfecting the last details
of the device, which has ..been
patented.
When the gasoline and air mixture
Which Miller will use in his machine,
explodes the force will be spread di-
rectly upon the air There will be
no machinery, gears, shaft or propel-
ler wheels intervening. The ex-
plosion replacing the Rapping of
win's
NEGROES LYNCH NEGRO
FOR ATTACKING A GIRL
Texas Mob Takes Prisoner From
Jail and Strangles Him.
Dallas, Tex., Act. to.—Anthony
Davis, a negro hack driver, about
thirty years old, was lynched at Tex-
arkana, Tex., by a mob of his in
race at 1 o'clock this morning Davis
was accused of attacking a fifteen-
year-old negro girl from Baxter, Ark..
Davis was taken from jail last night
by a mob of several hundred negroea,
who wnok him in his own hack to the
Rose Mill suburb two miles from the
postoffice, tied . rope around his neck
and strangled him to death. His body
was found besitle his hack this morn-
ing.
HUMMEL "IN" AND
"OUT" AGAIN
Freedom on Bail Held Illgd1,But It
Doesn't Matter.
Albany. N. Y., Oct. to—The
court of appeals in a decision handed
down today held that Attorney Abra-
ham M. Hummel, under convictim
for conspiracy in the Morse-Dodge
ease was not entitled to be out on
hail pend'ing the determination by the
court lf an application for a certifi-
ct.te of reasonable doubt.
Hummel Evades Jail.
New York, Oct. to.—NotsVithstand-
ing the decision of the state court of
appeals to the effect that Lawyer
Abraham Hummel was not entitled to
be out on bail, ,Hummel will not be'
obliged to go to jail.
District Attorney Jerome said that
the case was taken to the high court
merely to settle a question of law.
a -He hd contended that Justice Wood
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SUGAR TRUST HIT
IN 6 INDICTMENTS.
Federal Grand Jury in New York Re-
turns Eight True Bills.
New York, Oct. to—Eight indict-
ments, sealed and filed when the fed-
eral grand jury adjourned for the
summer interim, were opened today.
They all grow out of the rebate prose-
cution inaugurated by the department
of justice and all except two concern
the Sugar Trust. The exceptions in-
volve the Brooklyn Cooperage Com-
pany.
The indictments are as follows!
Against the American Sugar Refin-
ing Company the American Sugar
Refining Company of New York
Edward Earle and C. Goodlne Edgar.
both of Detroit, traffic officers of the
Sugar Trust, for receiving rebates
from the New York Central Railroad.
Against the Western Transit Coln-
pany, for giving rebates to the Ameri-
can Sugar Refining Company of New
York.
Against the American Sugar Refin-
ing Company and the American Sugar
Refining Company of New York, for
receiving from the Western Transit
Company.
Again the Delaware. Lackawanna
and Western Railroad Company, for
giving rebates to L. M. Palmer of
"Palmer's Docks," Brooklyn, a ship-
ping factor of the Sugar Trust.
Against the Northern Steamshin
Company for giving rebates to the
American Sugar Refining Company
and the American Sugar Refining
company of New York
Against the American Sugar Re-
fining Company and the American
Sugar Refining company of New
York for rectiVing rebates from the
Northern Steamship Company.
Against the New York Central
Railroad Company for giving rebates
to the Brooklyn Cooperage Company.
At the office of the United States
District Attorney it was said that
the prosecution of the New York
Central Railroad upon indictment for
giving rebates would be begun to-
morrow.
LEAGUE MAKES
APPEAL FOR AID
Conducting Fight for People and
They Should Contribute.
New York, October 01—The Inde-
pendence League has issued an appeal
asking for funds. Tt declared that
any sum however small will be ac-
ceptable. A. the leagne is engaged in
a political fight for the benefit of the
people and that the people ought to
contribute. It is directed to all pa-
triotic citizents.
Chas. F Mnrphy. leader of Tam'-
many Hall, today said it had been 'de-
cided that no candidate shall be on
the Democratic judicial ticket who
was not a Democrat. He added that
he considered that the supporters of
Mr. Hearst who were in the Tnde-
pendence League were Democrats.
J. J. Delaney, resigned, today as
corporation counsel of this city. A
delecraticrn called on Chas. F. Murphy
at Tammany Hall today to urge that
Mr. Delaney be nominated for justice
of the suprr ete court.
IT. B. Morse of Winsted, Conn.,
aged 86. and a civil vrar veteran, Was
nominated by the Rernablicans for tree
warden just as .sjoke. He has been
elected by TM mainrity. Litchfield.
Conn., elected as first selectman W.
T. Marsh. a Democrat svhd'went to
Maine. bought a carload of potatoes
and sold them for 30 cents less a
bushel than the storekeepers.
Those who stood by Hearst before e w
the Huffish convention, as far' back ward had aeted without legal author- 
. 
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In- her strifte feud plunged be
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.
Transvaal,ein the Cape to Cairo rail- The water WAR almost boiling and
she was terribly scalded before her
husband succeeded in removing her
I from the tub.
COMSTOCK STARTLES ART.
New York Censor of Morality Arrives
in Chicago.
"Fly for your life," shouted Diana
of the Montgomery Ward tower last
night as she shivered in the cold wind
that blew from Lake Michigan. "Ski-
doo! Rack to the woods with us He
is coining." se
"Bring me a shirtwaist!" shrieked
Venus De Milo to the startled guar-
dian of the Art institute. "Get be-
hind that screen before he sees you,"
she called to her sister, Diana of the
Lions, as the latter gazed out into the
distance, her arms around the neck of
the stone lion and her figure showing
all the lines and curves asked for by a
conboisser of art or nature.
"Get me a bathrobe or a pair of
pyjamas." called out Mercury to the
rapidly disappearing watchman, who.
wondering what was amiss with his
charges, had fled- for safety, says the
Chicago Chronicle.
Then with the massive Art Institute
building all to themselves the mem-
bers of the Society of the Impassive
Exponents of Art at Its Highest went
into executive session.
*Their i'Dresumakers" Dead.
"We must do something to sav.!
ourselves," declared Apollo Belve-
dere, vainly trying appear as
though his scanty chiseled covering
was a dress suit of the most conven-
tional cut. "Rut what are we to do?
Our tailors and dressmakers, the per-
sons who formed and made our
clothes, are all dead and no one else
can fit our forms. 'Who will assist
us?"
And the cause of all the commotion
among the statues was the report that
Anthony Comstock, the high priest
among the censors of art, is coming
to Chicago and intended saying a few
things regarding fhe Art institute and
the exhibits therein. But just as the
statutes who feared that heir lack of
covering "night offend the famous
New Yorker had decided to 'end "hur-
ry-up" orders for shawls, bathrobes,
kimonas and other articles of modern
clay% for their use for a few cloys.
Met-miry, who had been doing a little
investicertinn on his own behalf, made
a few remarks.
"He isn't going to do any 'ertorad-
ing.`" he remarked, with a sigh of.
relief "He i simply going to talk"
"Well. T. hope he doesn't say any-
thing about me." renlied Diana. wrap
ping her draperies about her and re-
turning to her perch high up on the
tower. "Tt isn't polite to talk about
ladies, yon know."
Mr. Comstock arrives in Chicago
this morning to atteed the conference
of the National Purity association
Jost what the association will rieeirle
VI' rake over the coals it is impos-
*Mle to determine, hut besides Mr.
Comstock a long list of speakers are
on the program to give thtir views
concerning purity in art and other
things A partial list inlenties Dr.
Wilbur Crafts. 'Dir. Siliranirs Still.
Dr. Mary Wood, Mrs. Elizabeth
nrannis and Miss Maria T.ydia Wink-
ler of Berlin —Chicago Chronicle
that he should be given a chance
to see what he will do.. Others who
retended• to serve the people have
ect e o geta ruling on the point. d i th here I iving-
Everything that is helpful ti ha- ston worked, they had 
a well attended
inanity is to that extent only holy. agricultural fair'
She Bathed in Boiling Water.
New York, Oct. to—Mrs. George
H. Jenks, 6o years old, wife of a Chi-
cago physieiari, is in a serious condi-
tion at St.. Luke's hospital, as a re-
sult of a peculiar accident in her
apartments at the Waldorf-Astoria
early today. Mrs. Jenks, who had
been staying at the hotel with her
husband for several days, has long
been a victim of Insomnia and it had
been her custom to take a hot bath
innnediately before retiring. Some
time before midnight Mrs Tenks filled
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Today's Republican Convention.
The black and tan republican con-
venison will be pulled off this after-
moos at the City Hall. The thing is
all cut and dried and some of the
candidates who think they are on the
slate will find their mistake before
the affair adjourns. The brewery
bunch, the banking bunch, the whis-
key bunch and the corporation bunch,
win be found in the background, but
their ward heelers will be there in
full force to line up the darkies. for
the ticket that was picked out some
neeks ago.
One old friend; The Statesman
from Mechanicsburg will be there,
looking as well as a man can look
after being defeated by floa majority
for mayor of this beautiful city.
While the appearance of the distin-
guished gentleman in a political con-
vention wil be enough to move those
present to break forth in accents
doleful, and sing that soag so befit-
ting to the occasion, entitled, "Hark
From The Tomb" yet the fact that
be has been a political corpse for
nine long years will excite the respect
we all feel for the dead, and the
glad hahd will be extended to him.
Even The 'Register believer that after
stiving one more year in political
exile, making a full decade away from
the soenes of life, he should be taken
back into full fellowship by the bunch
controlled by Fisher, Paxton, Fried-
man and Utterback
We want to see "Der Dear Old
Capting" back in harness once more.
for in lookingback over the past our
thoughts always dwell with fondness
on the memorable occasion when, the
republicans of the .distnct met in this
city in April aig6, and things got so
hot that sotne of the delegates de-
manded that "The Statesman From
Mechanicsburg" be thrown out of the
hall. Gee what a bully fine we fel-
lows had will., were there as niece
spectat. With Old Major Saun-
ders in the chair and Jim Happy,
Deboe and Yandell pulling • the
strings, the Paducah gang was liter-
ally skinned and' thr salt rubbed in.
How beautifully rthe skids were put
under Farley, Fisher et al and the
whole Outfit dumped on the ash heap.
The "Old Was- Horse" enorted and
pawed up the earth worse than the
doctors' horses paw up the new con-
crete gutters. but Ring Master Saun-
ders cracked his Whip and "The
Grand Old Man." from beyond the
Creek, with Frankie and the balance
oi the Paducah gang, sailed around
the ring, jumped through heops of
fire and perforMed all manner of
feats- never before witnessed in this
neck of the woods. All that eras
needed to make it one grand .and
glorious day was for the whole fr-
publ4can outfit to have gotten its, -a
free for all fight.
In that conventlion 'the crowd from
out in the district put the home gang
through a course of .training that
they have never forgotten, and ever
since that day Fisher and Farley,
who know how it feels, have been
handing it out to the other fellows,
where they are in control of affairs.
This is what moves us to the opinion
that the brewery, whiskey, banking
and corporation interests will, walk
rough shod over the Opposition in
tcdirintilionvention.
They
-4o say that Professor Mc-
room ittinks he has the nomination
for city judge .nailed down. Maybe
Ike has, Kut Th will have a gang
*ere Aarnied with nail pullers. Even
man must
ir evitablea
tender leaves of hcpe; Tomorrow,
blossoms arid bears his blusifing hon-
ors thick anion him; The next day,
ccmes the frost which nisei the
shoot, and when man thinice his
greatness is still aspiring. he falls
like autumn leaves to enrich our
mother earth."
McBroom ran a ,pretty good race
once before; Iiagby would get a good
many democratic votes, bun the "In-
terests" are averse to taking any
chances to win. Should Mr. Bagby
get the Inky Dink .In the affair this
afternoon, every One of the combine
will telephone him tonight and tell
him of how badly they feel over his
defeat. It's dreadful to think of
what his defeat might do to that
crowd: It might drive them to drink,
and it's four-bits to a ginger cake that
one could not tell the difference be-
tween it and a jollificat'ion,
While the republican conventions
arc homemade, yet they are always
such delightful affairs. The "Inter-
ests" have things so well greased that
never slip a cog. There will be
four men on the floor today who are
hardly known to the people of Padu-
cah, yet from fifty to one hundred
black bucks will keep their eyes
glued to those men and a wink, a dod
ci a motion, almost unperceptible
to the spectators: will be the cue for
the aforesaid bucks to line up for the
ticket selected. by the "Interests"
many, many days ago. A platform
will be read setting forth the virtues
of sale grand old party, nnmbering, in
this .city i6oto negroes and 600 whites,
2.m1 Ile document will not be. a bit
backward in claiming everything of
credit to the democrats for the sev-
eral years past, and quietly ignoring
all mistakes chargeable to the repub-
licans. P. T. Barnum once said "The
American people love to be humbug-
ged," and the republicans' chief stock
In trade is frumbeggery. There isn't
anything to the convention today ex-
cept the race for city judge, but that
vas settled by the "Interests" some
time age.
'Judge Emmett W. Bagby wears a
smile on his face, and feels so good
over the matter that his friends think
he has a cinch. The only objection
that the "Interests" have to Mr.
Bagby is, the fear he might be elect-
ed: So we must figure on a dark
horse, and who do you think it is?
Why it's Little Willie Farley of
course. Aint he a republican election
commissioner, and didn't the Big Ike
of the Benevolent and Protective Or-
tier of Elks appoint Little Willie,
'District Deputy Grand Exalted Rul-
er COI- the State of Kentucky " Lit-
tle Willie is xpretty good fellow even
if be did try his hand at a Newspaper
Controversy with an editor in 1898;
But Willie knows a heap more now
than he did in that Eventful year. It
takes a pretty tall piece of timber to
have "D. D. G. E. R. of the S. of K."
tacked onto his name, and then Wil-
lie's services to his party must not
be forgotten. It was he, who in 1895,
on the stage --of Morton's Opera
House, introduced to a Paducah au-
dience the distinguished Kentuckian,
William O'Connell Bradley, and in
words of fiery eloquence told our
people that it was the supreme
moment of his life when he stood be-
fore his dear ones and introduced the
Next Governor of Kentucky. What
Willie said about Governor Bradley
in July 1896 need not be repeated
here. With this brief cast up of Lit-
tle Willie's political career, and which
perhaps, will be appreciated by the
..old settlers, is it more than natural
to suppose that Little Willie would
meet with favor at the hands of the
"1 nterests?"
They want a man that will only
run, and Little Willie would be satis-
fied with just running, for that's all
he could do.
Some men achieve greatness, oth-
ers have It thrust upon them. But
Little Willie is fortunate in being the
recipient of bath How time flies,
and the many changes are wrought.
When we view Willie's brilliant
cateer, we pause in admiration of the
great honors that have fallen to his
lot, but like an:things 'earthly every
sooner' or later yield to the
"Today, Lc puts forth the
The fight is on in Nashville for
confining 'the saloons of that city in
the 00-tonn district. The present
general council of Padtkalt,/atarted in-
to establish a saloon district, but they
had dot gotten very far before some
of the republican leaders who were
mterestecrin hreseety jput a stop
tole. s
Indifferent Citizenship.
The following clipped from the
Nashville Banner is respectfully re-
ferred to every good citizen for his
careful and earnest consideration:
One of the evils of our times is
that_ of the apparent indifference of
so many citizens to matters political
and public, an indifference which not
only keeps them away from the polls,
but often renders them apathetic and
useless in any movement started for
public good. The Hartford Courant
on -this subject. makes the following
sensible remarts:
Indifference is the (blight th.it
effects all efforts for better things.
The prosperous citizen is ..ontfrmistic-
ally confident that things are going
right and that any side-stepping must
be only temporary. So he lets them
go. and is 'content to think that he, at
least, has nothing to worry about.
In this cheerful spirit he leaves poli-
tic alone, he pays no attention to
the management of corporations that
he. may hold shares in, he reduces his
tax payment as low as possible, he is
surprised at the things that some
other folks will do and he himself
does nothing Living in a country
whose scheme of government is all
built up on the assumption that a man
will be watchful for this own interests
be leaves them to others withoueany
thought beyond the agreeable feeling
that he has no part in that business.
Comfortably fixed in the first cabin
witti all .the luxuries of modern lifej
about him, he cares nothing whit
other people in the same ship are do-
ing—whether they are scuttling it
setting it afire, or preparing a mutiny;
all he knows or cares about is that
it's mighty pleasant right where he
is, and that's enough.
This negligence and indifferenc
clear the way: for those who, do care
and who have selfish ends to fence.
All the deals and machinations that
make modern politics disreputable are
due, fundamentally, to the neglect of
the great majority to be alert. It is
nonsense to say that society itself i.s
rotten. It holds together just be-
cause of its sweet and wholesome
strength The piratical element that
lives on it is tolerated, not dominant.
The basis of credit is honesty, and
we live under a credit system of busi-
ness and thrive under it; the rascali-
ties are so few that each of them ;s
a surprise and so a matter of news-
All that we need to reach almost ate
ideal state js for each man to realize
and assume the responsibility that is
his; to abandon his dangerous in-
difference and prove his interest ip
what is as much his affair as,it
any other person's The sta -at-horn
is the strength and toil of tla,
marauder in our polar
Abe Hummell, the sliyeter lawyer
who was convicted of conspiracy
New York, on an appeal has bees
denied bail and will have to stay .n
jail. There are other ehyeters who
should be just where Harminell is at
this lime, for they are adepts at false
swearing, and have no scruples what-
ever in committing any kind of 3
crime that would aid in the damnable
conspiracies in which they are con-
cerned. They pose as repectable men'
when they should be in stripes
RESOLUTIONS
DRAFT ADOPTED BY HIGH
SCHOOL TEACHERS AND
PUPILS.
Tentimonial is Evidence of Sympathy
and Esteem of Miss Marion
N
lii testimonial of their esteem of
Clair teacher, and also as an evidence
of their deepest sympathy, a com-
mittee, of the High School pupils and
teachers had drafted and adopted the
following resolutions, incidental to
the death, of Miss Marion Noble's
Mother:
Whereas. In the wisdom of Al-
mighty God, He has been pleased to
can to her reward Mrs. Noble, the
mother of the dearly beloeed mem-
ber of our f:aculty—Miss Marian P.
Noble.
Be it rescavied. That we extend to
Miss Noble our sincere love and
sympathy in this hour of deepest af-
fliction and bereavement.
'That we assure her, that although
she has been bereft of the dearest of
earthly companionships, she will ind
comfort in the fact that the breaking
of this earthly tie is the will of Iran
who doeth all things well.
That those whom she haw esatild
and assisted, extend to her the deep-
est love Ind sympathy in this hour
of sorrow.
That a copy eaf these resolutions be
sent to Miss Noble and the press of
the city as an expression of the feel-
ing of the High School students and
faculty.
(Committee.)
ADAH L. BRAZELTONi
ELLA B. WILHEL.M.
1. B. NICHOLS.
•
COAL DEALERS
ARE RUSHING
BUSINESS QUICKLY PICKING
UP IN THEIR FUEL
LINE.
Many Wagons Seen Hauling Fuel
Late Into the Night So As to
Fill the Orders.
The retail coal dealers, of this city,
are enjoying an unusually large rush
at present filling orders, as the cold
snap developed to such proportion
within the past fe wdays that every-
body is having their coal houses fill-
ed for the winter. The dealesr are
nisng all the extra teams they can
get in filling the orders, and last
itght until a late hour the wagons
could be seen going through the
streets delivering consignments of
:fuel to the different customers. In
'order to accommodate as many as
;possible and not let their orders ac-
Icummulate too tepidly, the handlers
are letting their mea work into the
n:ght.
The annual raise in the price of
coal is announced for the first of next
month and in order to get advan-
tage of the present low figure, hun-
dreds of people are having their
houses filled this month, many buy-
ing- enough to last them through
the winter months.
Indications are for a hard winter
;Ind the coal dealers expect quite a
cosh in business through the season.
Clicks From The Wires.
The second of the tubes of the
Pennsylvania railroad tunnel under
the Hudson river was opened yester-
day, when the two ends were brought
togtther under the middle of the
river. The first tube was opened sev-
eral weeks ago The tubes will not
be ready for use for a year et.
District Attorney Moran. who ar-
r:ved ire Boston late yesterday after a
visit to New York, denied a report
that he had decided to decline the
democratic nomination for governor.
because the convention etWorsed W.
J. Bryan for the presidence. He de-
clared he intended to remain in the
field, but that he did not endorse the
Bryan resolution.
Fresh outbreaks of Boxers are re-
ported in North China in districts
west of Pekin, according to mail ad-
vices received at Victoria. B. C. A
German army lieutenant traveling in
the district arrived opportunely and
put himself at the head of the Yemen
seddiers. He and his small army
were attacked by Boxers of whom
eleven were killed and many wounded
Nk 
DATE NOT DECIDED
Mayor Yeiser Will Call C lima With-
in Next Day or Two.
Nfeayor Yeiser is preparing to call
the council together to give two
adoptions to the ordinance that sub-
mits to the vote of the people of this
city at the coming election the ques-
tion of ratifying the contract made
by the municipal legis'ative boarls
with the private watt - company
wherein the latter will ( irnish water
to the city fire hydrants for the corn
ing eighteen years. Ths mayor yes-
terday said he had not oecided upon
the date of the meeting but it would
be within the next die or two, as
he is anxious for final adoption of the
measure.
Alleged Discrimination.
Louisville, Ky., October TO—In his
charge to the Federal Giand Jury yes-
terday Judge Evans dweh upon re-
cent alleged violations of the inter-
state Commerce law as relates to
the alleged discrimination against
union men. The charge was oc-
casioned 'by the proceedings instituted
hy the National Order of Railway
Telegraphers against J. M. Scott.
chief train dispatcher of the Louis-
ville & Nashville, who is accused of
having discharged' telegraphers b.--
cause they belonged to the order
Republican Convention.
This afternoon at 1 o'clock at the
City Hall the republicans of the city
hold their convention. at whica time
they will select the party nominees
for city judge, aldermen, echoed
trustee and councilmen Hon Em-
mett Bagby will be the nomieee for
city judge, while an the present ald-
ermen. councilmen and school trus-
tees whose terms expire the last of
this year will be re-nominated, if they
will accept. Today the boost -will
finish making up the slate and substi-
tute others in place of the outgoing
members who will not stand for re-
election. There seems to be very
little intieetrt taken in the convention,
except as regards the city judge.
The station master on the Cape to
Cairo railroad had occasion to send
to the next station recently the fal-
lowing telegrsm- 'Please let To •
In ran up the platform disregarding
snenals Signettnan up post, lion at
'Wont'
The man with a cloud on his brow
often hes nothing but *pate behind
OUTLINE OF
SOCIAL EVENTS
MRS. JOHN SCOTT IS HOSTESS
FOR SAN SOUCI MEETING
TOMORROW.
The Ladies Auxiliary Will Tomorrow
Resume Their Missionary Teas—
Interesting Events.
The Sans Souci club will meet to-
morrow afternoon with Mrs. John W.
Scott of Madison near Ninth street.
It is the opening meeting by the
ladies for the winter season
Magazine Club.
Mrs Birdie Campbell of Broadway,
will be hostess today for the meeting
of the Magazine club which holds its
first winter session also. Reports will
be heard from the North American
Review, Harper's, The Outlook, Lit-
erary Digest, McClure's, Atlantic
Monthly, Hubbard's Journeys.
Missionary Tea.
The Women's Auxiliary of the
Grace Episcopal church will tomor-
row afternoon at the parish house,
give their first missionary tea since
last spring.
At Five Hundred.
Mrs. Hubbard Wells will tomor-
row afternoon at her home in the
Empire flats on Broadway near Sev-
enth street, entertain at Fiye Hun-
dred, complimentary to Mrs Martin
of Minnesota, who is visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. T C. Warren.
Crescendo Club.
The Crescendo club will meet this
afternoon at 4:15 o'clock with Miss
Virginia Newell at her stucho on
North Seventh street. All members
are urged to attend.
Wedding Bells.
Yesterday afternoon at a o'clock
Miss Tina Starks of South Eighth
street and Mr. Baron Johnson of Ful-
ton, were married at the bride's home
by Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Methodist church, in the presence of
tale relative; 4-4a), few close friends.
The happy pair go to Fulton to
reside.
KILLED WHILE
PLAYING BALL
Unusual Accident Occurs on Field in
Missouri Village.
Rolla Mo.. Oct. to—In a game of
baseball near the county line yester-
day two young men. pained Clark and
McKee, belonging 49, the same team,
collided while trying to catch a ball
McKee was killed almost instantly
and Clark was rendered unconscious
Clark was the taller of the two and
it is reported that his trpper teeth
struck McKee in the forehead and
weer imbedded in the young man's
skull and broken off
TOBACCO GROWERS
AT CLARKSVILLE
National Convention of Branch of
American Socir of Equity.
Clarksville, Tenn.. October to.—
The third national convention of the
Tobacco Growers' Branch. American
Society of Equity. met at the opera-
house here this morning with a good
attendance. President E. L. Daven-
port called the convention to birder
and Dr. Richardson offered- prayer.
The address of welcome was deliev-
creel by Hon. H. N. Leech and was
eeplied to by Notional Organizer
B. Sherman. The keys of3the city
were presented to President Daven-
port by M A. Stratton, president of
the chamber of commerce: The con-
vention will be in session three days
THEIR "LITTLE
MOTHER" DEAD
- --
Four Younger Children Unable to Aid
Unfortunate Girl.
Cincinnati, 0., October to—Martha
Schulz. aged 16 years, the "little
mother" of four younger children,
was fatally burned by a kerosene ex-
plosion at her home on Reading Road,
this city, Tuesday. There was no
adult near to aid the 4tiffereing girl
until she had become literally a liv-
ing torch. The mother had been dead
some years -and the family had been
reunited under the care of the little
mother km than a year ago. The
father had left the house only a short
time before the accident.
Committed Suicide.
' Louisville. Ky, October io.—James
J. Redmond of osot West Main
street,' left home Friday, saying he
was going to make a call. His family
RELEASED THE
WANTED BOY
EDGAR HOLLAND CAUGHT IN
LOUISVILLE. BUT WAS
RELEASED.
Word From Princeton Stated That
J. B. Ford Died of His Injuries--
Dog Bit Elam Child.
Chief James Collins of the police
force yesterday learned that the night
before he had the Louisville police to
release Edgar Holland, who is
wanted here on the charge of assault-
iig G. Marshall Monday af-
ternoon at the cordage factory during
a fight. Holland had been caught
there with his brother, Clovious, as
runaway lads, and Chief Gunther wir-'
ed here Tuesday night to know if
they were wanted. The chief turned
the message over to Detective Moore,
neither of whom knew Edgar .Hol-
land had been warranted here for the
cordage factory fight. Detective
Moore went to see Mrs. Holland to
ascertain if she wanted the boys bach,
and she said she wanted Clovious, the
younger one, but Edgar could remain
there as he was herge enough to care
fit: Himself. The mother did not
have on hand the money to pay Cloy-
ious' way back, so Detective Moore
w:rcd Chief Gunther to release both
lads. Afterwards Messrs Collins and
Wore were informed of the warrant
here but it was then too late, as the
boy wanted had been released. They
ra naway from home only a few days
ago.
Injured Man Died.
A message yesterday from Prince-
ton said that J. B. Ford died there
shortly after arriving from Paducah,
where Monday morning he was
knocked in the head and assaulted in
front of the ice factory on North
First street by footpads who robbed
him of f t.so, all he had. , Tuesday
morning he was put aboard the train
leaving here and sent to his home irt
Princeton, brit he did not long sur-
vive the woiinds. He was buried
there
Bitten By Dog
MTS. Agnes Elam of axe Jackson
street notified the officers yesterday,
that her child was bitten on the arm
by a dog thought to be mad The
cannie had skipped out before it
would be killed
Lost His Roll.
W. F. Bennett of Graves county
notified the police departretent yestet-
day that he lost $75 on the streets the
night before
MRS. JEFFERSON
DAVIS BETTER
Spends Comfortable Night and Shows
Improvement Today.
New York, October to—it was
stated at the Majestic Hotel early 'to-
day that Mn, Jefferson Davis, who is
ill there, spent a comfortable night-
and showed some improvement in-
day.
BIG DEAL PENDING
FOR KENTUCKY UTILITIES
•
4
Cincinnati. Oct. to.—President I. *4
C. 'Ernst, of the Cincinnati. Newport
& Covington Light & Traction Com-
pany, controlling all street cars, gas i
and electric light utilities in Coving-
ton, Newport, Bellevue, Daytotr, rud-
1 low and Latonia, has received a bigproposition from A S. White and
'
other New Yorkers who recently took
over the Cincinnati gas properties.
• They want to form a holding com-
pany, owning the Cincinnati plant an.f
leasing Kencticky properties, and op-
erating vast natural gas fields in West
Virginia. The company would supply
both territories with thirty cent na-
tural gas. It would guarantee aft
bonded debts and dividens of the Ken.
tucky company, and would give to
Kentuckians the right to. name a ma-
jority of the directorate It is stipu-
lated that Ernst shall remain in active
charge of the Kentucky i ortion and'
also have a main say in Cincinnati.
If the matter goes through, Ernst
Broker, James Ilutom and Banker W.
S. Rowe, will represent the Kentiscky-
company in the new holding concern.
The gas fields 'White controls contain
over $3o0.000 acres in heart of West'
Virginia and *ould pipe gas through
Kentucky for a distance of 130 miles..
Bride of a Few Months a Suicide.
Akron, 0., Oct. to—Despondent
on account of health, Mrs.. Joseph
Seigfrid, 19 years of age,- committed'
suicide this morning by shooting her--
self throtighlhe heart. The young'
woman was a bride of only a few
months,
htheeayrdrecelf°ityheindgwrnorodreyerstt"lerd
ahyonthaut ntil 
-The
England, turned out the 'other day
_  fire department of NOV ingtham,,
had committed rniicide with carbolic to rescue a cat which the'chief had
acid on a publie street in Indianapolis, noticed' for several' Mors oil the roof of
}re was aubjett.46 fits of despon- a house, and whiell vias apparentb:
dency. lAtt had no other trouble that unable to get -down When the fir
his family was aiware of:
 He was 25 I men reached the roof the cat retired
years old Own an opsis elleYillgtif.
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are all gobbled up by ;ther clubs. To
ward the last of season crowds at
League park fell off, owing to t•he
poor playing of the local team, ani
members of the association were cons-
pelted to dig into their own pockets
to keep the club going. They felt
•discouraged at the dose of the sea-
son, but the money secured from the
carnival has acted as a rort of bracer
ansil the men wbe made baseball pos-
sible last year are already talking of
next season's teem
The success .)f the carnival was due
in a great measure to Clarence A.
Wortham, the former manager of the
Danville Kit'y league team. Mr
Worthiiru origiaated the idea of bring-
ing the carnival to Danville as a meant
of raising money for the- association
mid worked hard to make it a suc-
cess. The fact that the carnival drew
large crowds and made money despite
the bad weather is a tribute to his
managerial qualities—Danville Press
KENTUCKY HORSES
WIN AT ST. LOUIS.
Mrs. Julius Walsh and Lawrence
Jones Take Bfue Ties at the
"Show Me" Show.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. to.—Mrs. Jul-
ius Walsh, of Lexington, and Col.
(Lawrence Jones, 
of Louisville, were
Ovisitors in the St. Louis Horse Show
.last night. In the presence of an
enormous crowd Mrs. Walsh won the
four-seated trap contest with Silver
heels and Sox. She also took third
and- fourth money in the harness
horse class.
Mr. Jones' horses were successful
in the heavy harness class, in which
King Fashion won. Also in the tan-
dem class in which Gladstone and
Bill Smoke won
• • The Kentucky winners were:
heavy harness—Winner, King
Fashion, owned by Lawrence Jones,
.Louisvi!le.
Noises in Hameln—Third, Silver
Heels; fourth, Sox; both owned by
. Mrs. Julius Walsh, recently of Lex-
ington. Ky.
t Saddle Horses, 3ingle—Winner,
# King Fashion; third, Gladstone; both
44 owned by Lawrence Plow Louis-
ville.
• Tandems—Winner, Gladstone and
.• Rill Smoke, roomed. by Lawrence
Jena% Louisville.
Horse; in narness to Four-siated
• trap or station wagon—Winner. Sil-
ver
•
 Heels and Sox; owned by Mrs.
Julius S. Walsh, :of Lexington.
TOBACCO GROWERS.
Series of Meetings to Be Held With
• 
Farmers of This County.
..)
The Dark Tobacco Grower,. As-
onocintion of this county. is preparing
a series of meetings to be held
with' armers of the rural districts.
TopOrrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
*iv meet at Woodville, Saturday
srigbt ;at Regland, Monday afternoon
t at 2 o'clock at Reedland, Tuesday af-
ternoon at Florence Station, Wednes-
day night at St. John's, Wednesday
afternoon at Melber. Tflursday after-
noon at Massac, Thivsday night at
Little Unirm Friday afternoon at
Maxon's Min and also Milani's Khoo!
' house, while Saturday afternoon the
last meeting will be held at Rossing-
ton. Dr. Dunn of Robertsoq coun-
ty, Tenn and Mr. John Allen of
Montgomery county, Tenn., will be
the opeakers.
SLIGHTLY REDUCED.
sgfJ vr,•.
Some of the Former Figures Used
Reduced by the News-Democrat.
Tire Democrat Publishing Company
yesterday filed an amendment to its
articles of incorporat'on, reducing the
capital stock. from $55,000 to tt5,o00.
the stock being divided into shares of
$5o, of which t8R is taken by Mr. J.
J. Berry, the Uniontown, Ky., TIC W 9-
paper man who bought a con
ilettrtst from Urey Wood son.
4
DANVILLE TO BF 'CUBS, 7-10-2
IN THE CAME SOX, I- 2- 3
CARNIVAL RECEIPTS HELP TO
TIDE THINGS OVER. AT
THAT PLACE.
She Will Be in the Game With the
K-I-T Baseball League
Next Summer.
Some time ago the officers of the
Danville Baseball association made a
statement to the effect that this city
would have league ball in 1907 if the
carnival proved a success The carni-
val, despite the cold weather, was a
grand succeas financially, the associa-
tion's share of the receipts being $1,-
200, villiOh represents a net profit of Cubs
$700 or $fioo. This does not looke like Sox
a very large amount, but it is enough
to pay off most of the indebtedness
of last season and put the association
on its feet for next year. The officers
of the association have already an-
nounced that Danville will have an-
other year of national sport, and the that separated player fro
m spectator.
woek of organizing a team will be-, They shivered in the cold. 
The blast
gigot once, as the association iv anx- that swept from the 
northwest cut to
Ions to get good players before they the bones. Their faces we
re blue and
their teeth chattered. But they were
unmindful of it all, for they were
looking upon one of the most exciting
contests in the history of the great
American game.
IS THE SCORE OF THE SECOND
GAME OF THE GREAT
SERIES.
Another Big Crowd, Wild With En-
thusiasm, Witnessed Yesterday's
Game—Scalpers Arrested.
'Chicago, Oct. to.—The second
game of the great series was played
on the South Side, and won by the
National Cubs, who defeated the
Wlhite Sox, American, by a score of
7 to I.
Following is the score•
RHE
..7 to 2
 I 2 3
Another immense crowd witnessed
the game, wild with enthusiasm.
Nearly 13,000 men and' women,
mad with the excitement of the game,
crowded the grand stand and the
bleachers and overflowed to the ropes
SOX FANS PARADE
TO SHOW THEIR JOY
The baseball fever, intensified by
the victory of the White Sox over the
Cubs. ruffled the brains of the fans
in the downtown district last nights
Squads of men carrying White Sox
banners marched triumphantly
through the streets and, shouted them-
selves horse The lobbies of the
various hotels were jammed with out-
of-town fans who joined in with the
local contingent to make the scene
memorable in the history of baseball
in Chicago.
The Cub sympathizers took their
medicine calmly, but they predicted
wonderful things for today. The
White Sox victory is looked upon by
them as a fluke which cannat be Y•e-
peated. The sports who have been
watching their bets, and while 'there
was money aplenty to say that the
Cubs would win the world's cham-
pionsttip, the odd, dwindled from 4 to
I on the Cubs to event money
The desire to wager. money on the
game yesterday appeared to be uni-
versal. Of course, the odds favoring
the Cubs, there were many regretful
fans after the game. - The City of
Traverse was packed with fans wbo
were unable to see. the rattle? 'and
thousands of dollars were wagered on
the result. The odds were 4 to 1 and
5 to T on the Cubs.
41/....-•••••••••••
CITY HALL CLOSED WHILE
OFFICIALS ATTEND GAME
The entire municipal force of em-
ployes went to the ball game yester-
day and the result was that the city
hall was deserted thrqughout the If-
ternoon, The various offices were
closed. Scores of people sciaght to
pay water rents and do 'other twines'
with the city. but ,they were forced
to return to their homes disappointed.
Mayor Dunne spent the afternoon
with his family while every other fel-
low in Chicago went to the ball game.
The mayor romped with his children
playing leap frog and other. gettnes
dear to the juvenile heart. When told
the White Soxs had won, he remarked
that it. must hare been "a  _corking
good game."
Scalpers Are Arrested.
James Edwards, A R. Mathews and
James M. Rabbitt, who wanted to
profit by the big baseball series, were
arrested by detectives from central
station yesterday afternoon at the
west side ball park and taken to the
Harrison street polite station on a
charge of scalping 'tickets.
The three men who started out to
make money out of the. baseball fans
are "broken" financially by the big
loss they sustained yesterday and it
it hot likely that they will 'try the
game nein this year.
Each of them had over $5o worth
of tickets and' by their arrest they lost
not only the chance to get their
money out of those tickets but they
will also be liable to a fine before
Justice Caverly this morning.
Five others taken to the Desplaines
intreet station gave their names as
Fldlward Lankin, John Martin, George
Davis, C. H. Barnard and' Frederick
Eisner,
CHICKEN FIGHTERS.
Number of Pits Scheduled for To-
morrow. in Illinois Opposite
Here.
Reports arc Ono radticab chicken
owner* will pit 'their fowls against
Craneyville roosters tomorrow over
in' Illinois opposite here. • 'Many
bouts are prepared, but arrangements
are of a quiet nature, as the officer*
try prevent the battles therefone
tits, sportsmen do not give out the
exact location for their contests.
LUERNE
...COAL... 
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
BUY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS LOWCars are scarce and the unusunl demand for coal hag
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, "LUZERN E"
There Will Be An Advance
In Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
•nesenini se is
taro
Barry and
Henneberger
THE WILD DUCK
IS FAST DISAPPEARING FROM
THIS SECTION OF THE
COUNTRY.
--
In Times Past the Sloughs and Corn-
fields Were Alive with
Ducks and Geese.
Ten years ago the cornfields and
sloughs in our river bottoms were
at certain seasons of the year alive
with wild ducks and geese. Stories
could be told of their appearance in
numbers that would not be believed
by those who have no knowledge of
such sights. 'They have been seen by
the hundreds of thousands .at one
sight, so thick they could scarcely
arise from the water at one time
without whipping their wings togeth-
er. Within the past ten years the
number has vastly diminished, until
the sport really amounts to nothing.
Unless the spring shooting of wa-
ter fowl be stopped by law the day of
the wild duck's extinction is within
easy range. The preservation of the
water birds is not a matter of senti-
ment, it is a matter of business, and
if the legislators would give heed to
some others than the gluttonous pot-
hunter- a food supply worth millions
annually would be saved for all time.
The biological survey has issued a
wild fowl extinction warning. Some
species of ducks and near to the dis-
appearing point and other species are
rapidly diminishing in numbers. The
biological earvey knows it, but in the
short extract from their warning pub-
lished they are not made 'to say it.
that it is the sin of 'spring shooting
that is exterminating the ducks and
the geese.
The course of The northward flying
beds ready to mate and to nest, is
marked all the way by shotgun fusil-
cults The "sport" is the merest
butchery. The birds in spring are
practically worthless for food pur-
poses. If left alone the ducks, or sev-
eral species of them, at any rate.
would nest in the Middle states, and
thus ent short by one-half their peril-
ous journeying.
The fall is the season for shooting
Mating ducks are poor quarry for any
man who calls himself a sportsman.
If the Illinois. Indiana and Kentucky
legislators can shake themselves free
from the tyranny of tb,e gunners of the
southern half of the state, they will
don as the Wisconsin legislators have
done, and put spring shooting under
the ban.
"BOY BANDIT" ESCAPES
JAIL AT ROCKFORD, ILL
Charles Sellers Convicted of High-
way Robbery, Saws Bars
of Cell.
Rockford, Ill, Ott. to—Charles
Sellers. convicted of highway robbery
at Belvidere, awaiting sentence, es-
caped from jail this evening. He
sawed the bars of his cell and was not
missed for some time. Sellers was
known as "the boy bandit." Early
this summer Sellers startled the keep-
er of a Belevidere saloon by entering
and covering the inmates with a big
revolver. ..He rifled the till while the
keeper and patrons were lying lace
downward on the floor. He was
found later stowed away in a car.
W. 0. W. Dance.
The Woodmen of the World will
give, a dance at their hall on North
Forth street Friday night. Music by
Jones' band. Tickets soc.
RIVER NEWS
1 River Stages.
Cairo, 26 4, falling.
Chattanooga, 11.4, falling.
Cincinnati, 13.5, rising.
Evansville, 9.2, falling.
Florence, 12.5, falling.
Johnsonville, 24.2, falling.
Loninnille, 5.4, rising
Mt. Cannel, 2.4, falling.
Nashville, 23.0, falling.
Pittsburg, 7.2, rising.
Davis Island Darn, 7.0, rising.
- St. Louis, 9.4, falling.
Mit. Vernon, 8.9, falling.
'Paducah, 20.7, falling.
Burnside, 6.3, falling.
Carthage. 15.8, falling.
Itcy Taylor has taken the position
of engineer on the towboat Harvester
which was yesterday carried to Liv-
iagston'IPPoint, where the new wheel
I will be placed on her.
The towboat Berniece went :o the
Tenressee river yesterday after t•es
1 with Captain Douglas Jones on the
; rcof
The steamer City of Saltillo pasted
up last night bound for the Tennesee
river from St. Louis.
The Fksttorff went to Nashville yes-
terday and comes back here next Sat-
urday.
The Dick. Fowler gets out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonigao
The Reuben Dunbar comes in today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diately on her return. .
The Heam.fy Harley went to Evans-
ville yes!, y and comes back to-
morrow.
The K uOky conies out of the
Tenaseree toaight and lays here
until 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon be-
fore getting out on her return that
way.
IC Soot eiMiainiug 'moon bushels of
coal, bound for Louisville and South-
ern points,, is on the way down the
Considering that the stage of water
reached only a little over seven feet
at Davis Island Darn. Pittsburg river
coal shippers performedi an unusual
feat in sending out so much coal to
down-river ports. The Coal City, as-
sisted by the Tornado, took out
twelve barges; She Ffnrry H. Jones
and the Clipper, went to Rochester
and East Liverpool 'with sixteen flats;
the W. H. Flint took out twenty-
eight flats for the United States Coal
company for Cincinnati. it is unus-
ual for coal shippers to send flats io
Cinnati, but the coal supply is short
there. The water reached 7.2 feet at
Davis Island Dam about noon yester-
day, and after a few hours began to
fall. There was 7 feet at the dam
last night and falling.
For the first time in the history
of Mississippi as a state a woman is
a full-fledged member of the govern-
or's staff, the appointment having been
triode by Gov. Vardaman of Miss
Henrietta Mitchell as an aide de camp
with rank Of colonel. The young
lady has been a leader in society .it
the Mississippi capital for some time
and is an accomplished horsewoman
After they grow up, most boys are
crying for jam, and are tbankfuT if
they get all the plain bread they want
DR. HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'shone old 464
Reeves, of the
went to St.
Mr. Joseph Harth of ,C.n,seyvillnis
visiting the family of Ma. J F 'North
of North Ninth.
Mr. G. W, Ford, the blacksmith,
has returned from visiting in St.
Liuis.
Me.Plunnar 'Newell left yesterday
evening for Fort Worth, Texas, after
a ten day's v1sit to his parents, Rev.
and Mrs„ T. J. Newell.
Mr. Harry Hobey of Parsons, Kan.
is visiting his brother, Undertaker
Wm. Hubey of the Mlattil & Moyer
establishment.. .. 
. S,
Attorney Charles J. Bronstein and
wife of Lexington. arrived in the city
yesterday and arc at The Palmer.
WILL BE EXCUDED
FROM THE CHMIZZA.
Grenoble, France. October to.—
Mgr. Henri, at None Dame, yester-
day 'declared that every priest who
assiste chn the formation of cultural
arsociations under the law would be
interdicted, and that every Catholic
+ + O• + 4. 4-
f
• PERSONAL MENTION. •-:•
• + + 4. + + +
Miss Mayme Wils. , of Poplar
Bluff, Mo., returned home after
visiting Mrs. Wm. W ght of North
Ninth,
Misses Myrtle and lo•rtha Hawkins
yesterday went to Danville, Tenn., to
enter college.
Miss 'Sophia Burnett goes to St.
Louis Sunday to visit her sister, .1firs.
Charles Curti,
President Robert L.
First National Bank,
I.cuis yesterday.
Mrs. J. C. Wright, of Salem, Ky.,
has gone home after visiting Mrs.
S. !lie Lockwood, of Harrison street.
Mr. James Sevier left yesterday for
C. iro and other points, to be gone a
week.
Mrs. John S. Bleecker goes to
Noshville, Tenn., Saturday to visit
her parents.
Miss Mhe Davis yesterday went
to St. Louis to visit Mrs Charles
Curtis.
Mrs. J. W, Weight of West' Jeffer
son, has gone to visit in Louisville.
Mrs. Eugene Kahn goes to IXatlast 
MANY U. S. SOLDIERS
SELL THEIR CLOT/MIS
Texas, next week to Visit be.r bus- grifstv;
band's parents. Washington, Oct_ 9.—The worst
Miss Anne Halpin bau! gone to trouble the United States has voila
ouisville. •• i its army is in the irrepressibk deeire
That run-down, tired feeliog is dee
lost syruptern of MALARIA, :aloe
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsu les
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will core you.
Price 5o Cents Per Box,
BACON'S
MUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone ale
of the soldier, to sell their uniforms,
brass buttons, chevrons, and in fact,
all sorts of clothing. During the last
year according to General Davis,
judge advocate general, 4,596 trials
by general court-martial were held_
Fifty were commissioned officers,
forty-two of whom were convicted_
Fourteen were dismissed. About PP
per cent of the enlisted men coo-
yicted were dishonorably discharged.
Many of the men were charge with
=lawfully selling clothing or ac-
couterments.
SULTAN SHOT BY
JEALOUS WOMAN
Paris! Octber 9.—Adispatch tovie
Petit Pansies% from Constantinople
declares that tiles real secret of die
recent illness of the Sultan of Turkey
' was that he was shot in the abdomen
by a Kurdish' women, who was jeal-
ous of 'his latest favorite in the hares*
a beautiful Circassian girl. Accordia„z
to the story, the bullet was extricated
by a German physician. the Sultaa
going tinder the operation without
joining such associations woold be taking chloroform and displayiaw
excluded from the church ! great nerve.
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The deigns are cut on the finest quality of blank
crystaL
Our glass is of tasqpilled cdor, brilincy and
J.LWoIff :1 weler• 
Subscribe For The Register
Now is the time for you to filkyom coal house. Lump. 12c, Nut tic
Best Kentucky ana Illinois Cop
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- Agentfifor?Whitehallfand
Agatite Cement. 'KING OF CEMENT?1
Al Cr-tinning-ham,
nes: Old 960, New 245. - • •ThirteentNancf Adams Street
,
4
•• 4.
2 CENT MILEAG Nun HAVE DIMPLES.
IN THE WEST
TO ISSUE BOOK LIKE THAT
FOR EAST OF PITTSBURG,
GOOD UNTIL USED.
First Step Toward a Reduction.
Passenger Fares on Part of Big
Railroad Companies.
One:ago, Oct. to.—The Pennsylvania
railroad announces that on Nov onber
t will place on sale in its West-
ern division, without limit as to time
or user, a i,000 mile book for $20, or
at the rate of two cents a mile.
This step is a measure of retalia-
tion against the Erie railroad for its
decision to reduce passenger rates to
2 1-2 cents a mile.
In the opin'on of railroad authori-
ties, the course of the Penneylvin:i
amounts to a virtual reduction of the
passenger rate ... iovo cents a mile in
the entire territory or the Central
Passenger Association.
As the Pennsylvania granted a $20
mileage book for lines east of Pitts-
bt rg some time ago. the netv move
roends the privilege over the whole
system. with the eeception that a
book owned in tliv eastern district
le not good in the western and vice
versa.
incidentally, the announcement
puts the Central Passengers mileage
bureau out of business or reduces a
large part of its income.
Vandalia Line an Exception.
This new book will be good over
the entire Pennsylvania system. west
of Pittsburg, except on the Vandalia
Lae, between Terre Haute and St.
Louis, where the road is in the ter-
ritory of the Western Passenger As-
sociation.
Under the provision of the Penn-
sylvania order anyone may use the
book, as it is not a name or descrip-
tion ticket. It is good for trarspor-
tation of one person 1,000 miles or
fo. as many other persons as desir.
foe a total of Lon) miles.
Thus, if a party of five is going
to travel200 miles. a book can be
purchased. and all may ride on the
some book making a flat 2 cent rite..
This will make tht book very popular
with the traveling public, especially
as no limit is placed upon the time
for its use.
Good For Local Travel.
A person living on the line of tie
Pennsylvania can purchase one of the
books and use it for local travel, or
whatever he may desire. It is good
oit excess fare trains with the pro-
vision that extra mileage may be
fulled to make up for the extra
charge for service.
The book simply meets the com-
petition threatened by the Erie, whin
it gave notice of the 2 1-2 cents per
mile. But the Erie hod the matter
ander consideration, and the other
lines were trying to prevail upon it to
give up the project to issue the book,
when elle Pennsylvania took action.
Other lines of the Central Passen-
feet Association will probably meet
the competition forced by the Penn-
sylvania, and some of them may even
decide to make a flat 2-cent rate to
end the trouble.
As it is now, not a single official
knows his exact position, and most
officials are afraid to undertake the
expense of printing now sohedules to
put the cut rates in effect owing to
the ,likelihood of having to do it all
over again when other reductions are
made.
ASKS FOR DAMAGES
ON NOVEL GROUNDS
R. T. Brooks Wants .8IS.opo From
Railway Company for
Loss of Eye.
R. T. Brooks sued the Louisville
Railroad Company yesterday for $13,-
ern damages for the alleged injury of
one eye by the throwing of rock by
drunken passenger.
The plaintiff says he hoarded al
Seventh-street car June go and that
!several drunken men were allowed
te hoard the car.
At Schneider Station, says the
plaintiff, the drunken men were
ejectee, but threw rocks through the
window. Brooks gays the was struck
1e the eYe and that his sight was al-
asist entirelydestroyed.
MAGISTRATES SUED FOR
USURPATION OF OFFICE
'Action Filed in the Circuit Court by
a Montgomery County Attorney.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Oct. to.----Magis-
eratee Clem Dean, J. W. Henry and
Newt Perry were sued in circuit court
today by County Attorney Thomae
.for $1,500 each for usurpation of
office. The suits are the outcome of
the, attempt of the Magistrates to
serve after they had been removed
torn office by Circuit Judge Young
for malfeasance.
Reggy Deewelle (to his tailor)—
. Weeny, I think I have been very pa-
tient with you. I promised again and
• again to_pay_ ye)to_but if you keep
en.bothering Me-T simply won't prom-
ise any more."
WOMAN'S Bc.AUTY IS NOT CON.
pLzfrx WITHOUT THEM.
There Are Br' iblishments That Make
• Speciialt„ of Providing This
Nov. Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented call
lor amplest," k•ald the beauty maker
of according to the New York Sun. "There
was a time whe a there was no demand
at all for then but now we are kept
busy supplying them.
"Women flocl, into our establishment
demanding aml lea, and each has her
own particular k yle. To the casual ob-
server all dimple., might seem alike, but
there Is really g. eat variety in them.
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
most noticeable and beautiful. . Once
upon a time it vas the popular belief
that dimples wero born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
-They are like . 'ranch waves and false
teeth. You can —0 them if you want
them. To mak; -ft chin is quite a
difficult feat.
"You mud cui. into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the chill hals there will
be a little dent or suit . and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me In great
distress. She had met with an accident
which had inflicted a jagged cut 11 her
-4121.n.
" 'My good looks are ruined for life,'
she gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured her
that she would be all right in a few days.
"'You will be even better looking than
before,' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly and went away.
rwo weeks later she returned. The
round had healed and in its place there
*as a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
" 'I am delighted,' said she, 'for I am a
thousand times better looking than I
was before.'
-ft is the style now to have a dimpled,
sincere, beseeching look; and it is file
fashion to look rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
sturt to perform in the dimple line, but
up to date there have been many suc-
cesses and no casualties reported.
"In Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. 'they take an electric in.
strument and press It into the flesh
without, however, breaking the skin.
Then they turn on the current.
"There is a mild shock. They re.
peat this again and again, always mak-
ing the dent deeper, until after a time
the flesh has formed a habit. There is
a dimple in the chin.
"This is only useful for the chin, and
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated in
this wap.
"Where cheek dimples are desired
there is a more complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After yon have plumped out the fees
you will disco that there are dimple,
in the cheeks. )14. • your cheeks plump
ard somehow then- will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
"There should be dimples on t be hands
as well as on the face. To be alluring
hands must lie Idly on your lap. They
must be white and fat, and there must
be alloys of dimples tieng the knuckles
"Tilley look more youthful if there are
no rirtirtrat all. Rings somehow make
the hands look old. They are like finer,
and elaborate dress. They add to one's
age.
"To be pretty you must have nice
teeth. They: must be iihite and even
and there mug' be no gold visible. Then
you must hew, a pair of very red lips.
"White Imps, mean a poor circulation.
and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
and a habit of compressing the mouth
You must have a fine, smooth skin,
which can, be obtained by treating tee
skin every night with a good skin food,
and you must have a pair of clear, soft
eyes.
"The eyebrows elitist be nice, if one Is
to be ,good looking, and to make them
beautiful one must treat them every
sight with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great (teal of time to them.
"The face should be slightly oval
shaped, something like an egg, with the
small part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your fare and set if it is egg shaped.
"If it Is round you must reduce it a
tittle. If It Is square you must massage
along the lines of the chin to take away
those square lines. . Tf it is long and nar-
row.gun must plump it out
"And don't forget that you must havedimples, for dimples are the style tali
year, and you cannot be a pretty woman
without them"
Tips in Department Stores
The tipping evil is growing in New
York, despite the discussion aroused bythe new law aimed at purchasing agents
The latest class to demand tips are clerk*
a. departmeet stores. According to an
eaperienoed shopper, the woman whodoes not recognize and satisfy the itch-ing palm of the girl who waits On her
will obtain poor service in some stores.
Akin to this is the store "graft" on which
many- clerks figure as a regular additionto their income. This is the change leftJ•er from purchases at odd prices, suchas p.48, 1,67. etc. Usually it only
amounts to two or three cents, but very
mane persons give the seller $1.50 or$1.'6, and go away without waiting forthe change. This often amounts. to a
considerable sum in the course of a day.doinetImee it even amounts to "white
mover." as silver is called, and adds
materially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Christmas card
was made in 1846, very few were sentyeartill the 
 1862. Tb.. thg fashionf-astne wt./ Ira -ea a tire atm ofi visiting cards, inscribe simply with
S. Wards: "A Mem riatmalle.
 ,
aeL
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+ A SEEKER OF SUCCESS. +
▪ + + + + + + +
In the sunrise of lift a strong and
hopeful youth, Ambition, set out
along tthe crowded highway that led.
so many assured him, to the temple
called Success, says the ouisville
Herald.
Though there were many travelers
on the way, yet each was intent upon
his own journey, and gave him scarce
a look. But 'he was not lonely, for
hope cheered him and dreams of the
beautiful temple he was to reach gave
‘him sweet companionship.
The road was hard and stony, but
faith whispered to him that it would,
as he neared the temple, grow more
smooth and be 'bordered with roses
and asphodels. So 'he hastened cheer-
ily rotn., for be was young and blithe of
Once he voile a man, seeming
wearied. and despairing, throw up his
hands as if in mute appeal to man or
heaven, and the surging, heedless
crowd trampled him in the dust.
"I should like," thought Ambition,
"to stop and help the poor fellow ti
his feet, but chen I should lose time.
That is no way to win such a stern
race as this."
And he elbowed a cripple aside an.I
pushed onward. But he saw (me who
had been close beside him all the
morning turn back and take the
stricken one and carry him.
As. Ambition journeyed on, he
gathered up 'from the roadway many
glittering stones that he thought
would beautifully etnbelli h his chew,
her in the temple.
It was about midday that he met
a golden-haired child that seemed to
have lost its way. Bewildered and
frightened, she turned up to him
pleading eyes that swam in tears.
"Won't you please carry me?" she
apnealed. "I am so tired."
"No, no," he cried testily
"These precious stones are all I can
carry. I 'must run on, or others will
crowd the temnle before I can reaTh
it."
And he toiled on more and more
wearily, for the sun had grown hot,
and he was ever adding to his load of
sparkling stones.
He ;sagged thousands of the !tick.
and the fainting, the heleilees and the
honelees, and crave them no heed. For
the iourney was long and the day was
short.
The sun had sunk almost to the
horizon, and Ambition, with his pack
of shining atones hugged close to him.
was expending the last of his strength
to reacth the hilltop just ahead, where
he was sure the temple of Success
must stand, when one whom be had
twice passed on the way overtook him
and harried by.
Ambition looked no and saw that
the other was carrying the gold.--
haired child who heel anneeled to him
in the morning The eyes that had
been.dim with tears were now shining
I:ke stars.
As Ambition gazed in wonder he
saw that the child pointe4 to the
right. and, leaping to the ground, she
took her rescuer's hand and led him
into a pathway that opened between
the trees. Amb?tion. looking after
them, caught a glirrense of a radlant
vista • At ite end. in pearly outline.
was the temple of his quest.
With a short of joy he ran for the
opening, but ere the reached it it Was
closed with weeds and tangled vine'
Striving to tear them aside, he found
himself in a maze of thorns.
Worn out and utterly wretched, he
sank to the ground. The sun disap-
peared and shadows enveloped him
Then be felt a band on his shoul-
der, and a withered 'crone bent over
him, laughing mockingly.
"Tell me," cried Ambition, "who
was that Child and how may I follow
her?"
"She is what men call Opportunity."
the crone answered. "Tliere is no way
of knowing anything of her except
by taking Iler up and ,carrying her
when she is a friendless mite."
"But." wailed Ambition, "he who
carried her—where did he get the
strength? I saw him this morning
take up a dying man and carry him."
The crone laughed harshly as she
said. "That dying man was Cour-
age. All who receive his blessing
gain the strength of the gods."
"You know so much, you must
know the way to 'the temple I seek.
Tell me it, and all this heap of glit-
tering gems shall be yours." And
Ambition poured his heavy treasure
upon the ground at her feet.
The laugh of the crone was mock-
ery satanic. The stones were as dull
as lead "They have no glitter in the
dark." she cried. "and for ti.; there
will be no more light."
"Who are you?" Ambition cried,
sickening with hopelessness and tier-
tor. -
"I am Failure." Her cackle of tri-
umph chilled him to his sail.
"Leave me," he pleaded piteously.
"Leave me to die alone.."
%Islay, nay," she said. "You shall
not die, but walk ever with me." S
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and 12, Colensuia Bldg.
PADUCAH, FY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah.
Kentucky
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
 •
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
rap NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. 0. MILLER.
WM. MARBLE.
l4emdrick, Mille,
arb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones ye
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H.T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE iao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office as;
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of La
tacky.
C. MANORS SEARS, M. D.
°flits 1707 Moms St.
Teispkom 371.
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Mos. tact
Residence. 819 Broadway.
Phone lap.
O. D. Schmidt
Architect and ivaperinteadent.
aol Fraternity Bedding.
Old Phone 498 Red; New noise
PAIYUCAH. KENTUCKY
From his cell in the count i jail,
Portland, 'Ore.;
 S A. Puled, king
of the Oregon land fraud operations,
' is to. tell in book form the story of
his part in the looting of the public
domain, covering a period of fully a
trartfir-15t1 tebliiityF Mover file Pa- '
cilic coast.
•
1401111101.1000404410.11/...,...
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E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
liboome 5 and 6 Register Builne
$23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Fe
New 'Phone aeo.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real &stew Law.
OLIVER. OLIVER lk WORZOOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Bassos. Ky., rear banl
Marshall Getsaty; Paducah. Ka,
BOOM 114 Praternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. ()Id 'Phone 44
Dr. B. T.Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers k Rivers. sak
North Fifth. Both Moose. ass-
Residence Iasi cm.. Me Phase Woe
Gas and Ga oline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 300 horse power. . Beet, cheap
eat and most economical.
Special attention tr electric Rik-
ing plants
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Pacitican. Ky
_a
A. S. DABNEY
—DMINTIST—
Trushart
11.L. 70-
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
1
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Windowjhcoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE A; PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
Rooma AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lea, 315 hay
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
41OMMIMI
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110' 203. 2068, Third
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS ANR EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sic and injured-onlyOffice and residence 213 South 3rd
Phones: New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
- J•ms.J•--
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Holes Power Motor.
3 Horse Power Motor.
5% Horse Power Motor.
I Illosee Power Mobs.
to Morse Power lhilter.
;me Listit
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
I111-22. North Roar* Sheet.
Mattil9 Efi S nger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
UBSCRIBE- FOR THE REFISTER.
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Sold
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6. Br. Childress
EYE, SAX NO AND
THROAT.
Office mad Residence, AMMO 3 and
Columbia Building.
Phone ion-Red
•
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Excursion:
St. Louis age Tennessee River Pack-
s
et aotopany-the cheapest and bes
•
excuraloa oct of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip IsTennessee river & retur
It is a tap of pleasure, coratoc
and reel; good service, good tabi
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ea*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. et
For other information apply to Jas
Loger, superintendeat; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivez
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage haw
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals mid
berth leciumied.
BOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, petty
of five or over $1.50 each, with.
meals; So.00 with meals.
Good mono on all the boats. Foe
urtber particulars see
S. A. POWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN IPOWLER. City Pam
Agent Phone 33,
Mimes, Elipleset Coecates
Water end Oil Wier*,
liottee as/ Seleerdens
Framed thibt up to Wes ha ewe mha
owe time a* the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
aIfasaddies
Dr. Sidney Smith
Office over Glebe leek and Trust
Co., 3s6 Broadway.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Quell & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO ,
CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Ake le Astmerilla,
Illrevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot aortas'
end massy other resorts in the "Land
of the fay" and beautiful "Sepphire-
cottony of Western North Carolina.
*Setting a look altitude, breerieg
donate. picturesque mountain sceuery
end solandid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Mite booklet and otter head-
sweaty illustrat• literature.
F. LOGA1., fray. Pau. Agent.
Lessiottes, Ky.
C. M. HUNGERPORD, Dist Pass.
Ageat, Louisville, Ky.
▪ S B. ALLEN, Amt. Genl. Pass.
Agent St. Les*. Ile.
r-
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid tor Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bey anything and sell everything.
1118-no Court Street: Old Phone
13z6A.
11A.
Clem Frausibla
'1m:wow WAdCFR "Canitt-
TION.
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of ricisnese
and dekcious to the housewife
.v ,c) has already used"ordinarya
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine Savoys which
nature alone can give. Use
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.
J ti. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON. r RANG1L. CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OMR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS IINTTRIt.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND &ROADWAY.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Laatagtoo, Ky., Pall Races: Danis
Igoe, bruit Novemb..r 5th, 1906.
Winchester Ky. State Develop-
cent conventiou. Dotes oi salt Oc-
tober 9th, and loth, 1906, return lim-
it October t3th, 1906 Round tr.p
ate $990.
Birrionghair, A:. , Hume Coming
'Week • Det-, of sale October 14th
and istin, Iwo, return limit October
21St, 1906 By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents an extention
to November 21St, 1906 may be ob-
tained. Round trip rate $9 35.
Memphis Tenn., International
Couvention Brotherhood of St. An-
drew! Dates of sale October isth,
16th, 17th and 18th, 'god: return limit
October 31st, 1906. By depositing
ticket and paying fee of so cents an
ei-tention :0 November 30th, 1906
tray be obtained Round trip rate
$5.25,
New Orleans, La -Biennial meet-
ing Supreme Lodge, L of P Dates
of sale. October 12 10 ts. 1906, in-
clusive; limit October 30. 1906. By
depositing ticket and paying fee of
50 centc an extension can I,c had to
November 3o, too6 Round trip. $12
PABST i3LVE VINSON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
rigor
 illgat
•
L A. Latoseareinta
Recently Enlarged
Wr1114
25,000 New *ord.,N... Gazetteer of the World
wIth more than scnno titles, based on thelatest oelunia returns.
NewillogrephIcialbigfitittarT.eolstaintne the names et ervor 1tto0 notedpersons, date of bin ii, death, etc.
United Etat nor of l'Auoatton.
lidtted by F. ARR1Sr, Ph .D., LL.D.,
-
a3go Marto Pages
II"' nem& cloicsese6 mak Ringlike&
NeedethlEveiNyHome
Also Webster's Calleriete Milkmen'ins nal% itos Inmerif•••.Rattner Edition tiOar% Waft. WawaDs Love Edition imago% Moo temea. pl•loas, es 214•000 IbJILFREE, 
"DicaowylffrinkluiP111•••••lisd peemmea.
'0.11FC.irr
rubitiorm prlagnold• Mass.
I etInsidentione of right and justice and
tree from commercial motives and
other influences that in later life se
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recast-
! anion of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for thepublic good. Respect for law and au-
thority Is developed. The sense ofjustice is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have been excellent in
I 1N THE SCHOOL' CITY.-1
Siferldage of a New nrporinaent In
the Self Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill,the inventor and founder of the sys-tem, writes Frank Pearson', in Con.tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They weredelighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to ad3ptthe Golden Rule as the fundamentallaw of their school city, supplementedit with various provisions against dis4
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
eto., and showed remarkable MacroWu in the election of their *Seers.The mayor was a bright-faced girldf twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, whatit meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they musthave good conduct They mtuit be
clean and neat in their dress andhabits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. Andthey must be kind to everybody."
"That ls a great task. Aren't you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Flan, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and If that does no good I shall pun-ka them. They muet behave."
The whole discipline of the school
M put into the hands of the pupils
The teners give instruction, and
Advice whet It is needed, and the
tlinate responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them
selves, although there is an author
Ity above them, just as a grown-us
city governs itself, although the legislature may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there is more real self-gov.
ernment in these school cities than
In most of our large cities. Fos
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at-home vote, no political ma.
chine or boss.
There is no graft In the school city.
no boodle on the council, no "under-
standing" between the pollee and
wrongdoers. The tan-year-old fudgeand the twelve-year-old mayor are ab•
siolutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mindL sal. °°11"er
 t‘' 13th, "Pwu Is plastic, open to the full force ofentlidlive, limit °etcher 14th, loos.'
Roaa4 trio rate ems
Louisville. Ky.,-Grand Lodge, F.
& A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. IL
Dates of sale October isth and t6th,
1004 limit October 20th, 1906. Round
trio rate $6.05.
Nashville, Tens -State Fair: Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to z3th
iiclusive tp06, kmi: October 15th,
lock. Round trip race 475.
Asheville, N C.,-Missionary Con-
ference Protestant kpiscopal church.
Dates of sale October mud and 23rd, every way. uoth conduct and schol-
arship are greatly Improved. Disobe-
dience is pulled up by the roots. Pub-
lic sentiment ranges itself on the side
or law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov•
ernment, but as an injury and an in
suit to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been re--
duced to good conduct by the instito-
tion of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter In the mountains is severe
In its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails are lim-ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down.
When the runners sing intermittently in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tie sod • venture with a
termination banging just
Thousands of tons of snow
moUntain sides hang on a
sudden
above
up the
triggei
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine coca
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at thebottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail-a lit
tle ruffed thread of white from up
shore, but a hard day's work for a
man.-Outing.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious almshouse inEngland is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladles five
actually in the church, which Is a fine
old building dating from 1680. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouee, to
endure as Ittng as almshouses exist,
The old ladies have two neat Milli
'remits each down -the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gab. At One end of the church
is the chapel, where daily Cervices are
'held. The Choir nails are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church standshi a quiet little stituire.
Last Addition.
"This fiat is so fearfully small,"
complained thr ,,,iplicatit "Do you
think we cOuld , A shough breath Is
It to live on?"
^0, /wet" asifi the itirotit. "It Is
thoroughly provided with conitressed
Mr."--Detroit Free Preen
GINSENG IN MAINE,
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SHALL FORTUNE.
Studaat of a University Law School
in Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
It a rich vein of gold-bearing quartshad been discovered on the side ofWhitney's mountain the rush of for-tune seekers would not have beengreater than it has been to Sarsaparillagully during the last few weeks, ow-ing to the finding of ginseng in greatquantities in the gravelly soil on thegully banks, says a recent Newburg(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
M. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-gor. Last year it was noticed thathe joined in none of the Saturday
games played by the students.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home in
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath withhis parents, though it was noticed thathe never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive seta of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $600piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches, and most of
the tountry had something to talk
about for a year to come. The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough was
very simple.
He had an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when he was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gut-
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the Coenty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and cbeckerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
letting the compound ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla. and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, be took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were ginseng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings wero easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law, young Thuriough bonded
the land lying on either a de of the
gully, and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root.
for which there was a quick sale al$2.50 a pound. By .remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about ;10,001
last year, and sold his provisions)
lease to a Boston company for $8,004
In cash.
It is asserted that the company has dui
and sold ginseng note valued at tit
000 the past season, and now that tko
affair is no longer a secret, hundred,
of eager people are hunting Dixmoio
and Newburg hills in the hope of
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatis-
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park welkin'
along the east side of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance havebeen interes•od in a circular net that
was placed in the stream a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double punpose of supplying fish dinners to thebirds of the zoo and specimens foi
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank lead,
out to the net, which is funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The ash
canning to the hank to feed enter' the
mown and naturady swim back into
deep water. but they find Ithe net nar-
rowing, aid when :hey slide through
the snail hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the same style. The net is
about 15 feet long a ad four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and stickers weighing from a
quarter of a pound to three pornds
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The keeaers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or in emergency to 1 e fed 1,
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will neverhorn low for him again."
"You' don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three nights a week
and call me pet names as he has beendoing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I am going to burn allthe old love letters in My trunk."
"B-but why are you going to dig.
card him?"
"Discard him? -Why, you goose, I
am going to marry hhol"--ColumbusDispatch.
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Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ruedaily. Trains 103 and ao4 carry through sleepers be! wee,' CiocinnatkMemphis and New Orleans; tsains tor and 102 sleepers between Loam-vine, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8oi and 832 sleepers betweeePashicah and St. Louis. Train 5t connects at East Cairo with anemiakeeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Uftion Depot, Padccali, Ky.
' F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo iisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tens.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cbkage, XL.
W. H. BRILL D. P. A.. St. Leen gee
OGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
.?EAL EST AlE AGENCY
irs,DUCAH R.8Aa i/.6 ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM ;• eAlltSIONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMIKNT. 'WESTERN •KINTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE JST
FM TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
'MOO ot W. WAI !TENON. K. Pviltautell6 ale
+Mb+ M••••--"-"W 4-••n•v+p-+-1-
j ISCYCILSObl,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
4-.4..salikaelekier-otoNoo..-erer.00dliddll •
The Regjeter, delivered, 10c per week
LAIN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Yellow
Pine Poplar Beech Walnut
Gum M Ash B Maple E
GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK FLGRING, ENDWATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
Doth Phones 26 'We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
"Horse Show" "Barnum
& Bailey Show"
Show"
"Dog
All make their show: but
M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE
Can "Show You"
The beat equipped prescription de-
parwnent—Finest line of toilet
sondes and perfumes—Purest and
Freshest drugs and chemicals--Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"
AGENTS FOR FAMOUS REXALL
REMEDIES EASTMAN KO-
DAKS, HUYLERS CANDY.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
PROPERTY OWNERS MUST
PAY STORM SEWER COST
(Continued from Page Ole.)
the new storehouse at Maiden alley the city engineer is directed to make
and iBroadway for Issindryman Clark out the bills and give them to the
have piled material aoross the en- contractor for collection, the esti-
trance to the alleyway to the extent mates showing how much each abut-
that people cannot get in and out of ting property owner owes the con-
the alley. The street inspector was tractor as their portion of the im-
directed to have the material cleared provement cost.
away. . I A rigid order was adopted by the
Permission was given the street car board, provding that heerafter no
company to put a new curve at ; contractor, private or public, shall
Fourth and Broadway and one at close up any street or alleyway so
Third and Kentucky avenue. This i people and vehicles cannot pass, with-
permit is effective when the man- ;out first getting permission from the
agetnent of the car line enters into a board of works. Contractors now
•,;! ten contract with the city agree- !doing work on the streets have taken
mug to keep in repair the brick street the undue privilege of closing up and
between the tracks, two feet on the blockeding the highways when they
outside thereof, and also the 'trian- deemed advisable, but heerafter the
gle" shaped part of the brick street board will determine this, as the prac-
! between the edge of the curved track, tice has proven a great handicap to
and where the cross rails intersect. pedestratns and vehicles.
STARTLED NEGRO I;The company is to also keep in re- I The board directed the city engineer,paii- that port on of the brick street to advertise for bids from contrac-.
that the contractor is relieved from tors to grade and gravel Clay from
S 
!maintaining by virtue of this per- Seventeenth to Nineteenth street,T tmhissiionporovend ththeocroaruglhinfeare fto toerar the atyndthiarldso.strTecce.teantls'eliercl Oakcio"dand T woevne-
latAIRYMAN RICHARD
FRIGHTENED DARKY
PLAYING WOLF.
BELL
BY
Negro Thought It Was the Real
Thing and Turned Both Barrels
Loose at Dairyman.
What was originated as a practical
joke resulted seriously yesterday
morning near the farm of Mr. Rich-
ard Bell, the well known dairyman
who resides three miles from this city
on the Mayfield rood. Mr. Bell was
the joker, trying to scare one of his
men by imitating a wolf, when the
employe sent the contents of a shot-
gun towardis the purported wolf, and
gladly peppered Mr. Bell's hide.
For the past two weeks daily re-
ports have come to the city of a
ferocious gray wolf infesting that por-
tion of the rural district. Naturally
the darkies out that way are fright-
ened, and especially at night. Spenser
Young, colored works for Mr. Bell
and yesterday morning started from
is cabin teth`e Bell dairy to begin
his daily labors Mr. Pell hid along
the roadside, and as Young passed
the white men let out a wild shriek
as of a wolf hidden in the bushes at
the roadside. young had borrowed
a shotgun to protest hiroself, but th:s
was not known to his rmployer. The
Startled darky leveled she fowling
piece, and turned both barrels loose
in direction of the' noise, with result
that Mr. Bell was peppered over the
body with chat, which scattered and
thereby prevented serious injury that
would hove, occurred if bunched to-
gether. Dr. Shelton picked the shot
out yesterday, and found the well
&flown dairyman not seriously hurt
Pt is useless to say Mr. Bell will play
sto mo-e jokes of this character.
PURE
MEDICAL
WINES .
We carry it elarge assort-
ment of wines for
table and Apical Use.
OUR 0KING
SHIRRY
is a pure,. first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gal-
lon bottles for $1 25.
-• • 
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGIST&
Fifth and Eroadway.
Both Phones 175.
new trackage. !cemetery. When the question 
of
Several weeks ago in reducing the asking for bids and having these
expenses of the street department on thoroughfares improved was brought
account of all the appropriated money up, the point was also raised that all
being already used up, the board of the money for street work had 
been
works ordered Street Inspector El- spent by the city authorities, and none
liott to lay off as many men as possi- ; remained in that fund for this i
m-
ble, and also cut down his office provement. As the legislative b
oards
force The Inspector's son is in the have adopted the ordinances calling
office and now yesterday the board for the work on these named stree
ts,
ordered (he iorpector to immediately at.d passed measures over to board of
carry óót the former instruction of works for contracts to be let, t
he
reducing both the office and street 'engineer was ordered to do as 
they
force. Idesired so the thoroughfares can 
be
Saunders Fowler was ordered to graded and graveled. The board 
of
move back some fence projecting out works realizes the legislative boards
over the sidewalk in front of Seventh know the street fund is exhauste
d.
and Broadway property for which he but if the latter desire tha ad
ditional
is agent, work, it will be done and the m
oney
Meth Terrell was directed to move provided from another soarce.
an iroa fence extending out into the The board deferred
 the trip to
public sidewalk on Kentucky.. avenue North Twenfth street
 near the
near Sixth. Rittgering farm, at 
which place
Tte board officially accepted the they will see if the requi
red nine in-
bitiffithic apt brick street improve- ches of gravel has been put
 on the
ment os Jefferson from Second to aoroughfare. Contract
or Terrell
Ninth, Kentucky avenue from First graveled the street a ye
ar or two ago
to Ninth, Broadway from Fifth to but did not put enou
gh gravel on
Ninth and Sixth Seventh and Ninth it. He now makes 
affidavit that the
streets Trom Jefferson to Kentucky balance needed has been
 spread, and
avenue The members finished yes-
terday morning the work of inspect-
ing tire remainder of the improve-
nitnt, and on officially accepting it,
DUPED THE BROKERS.
Electric Brake Imposture Was a Not-
ed Stock Swindle.
A characteristic stock swindle 
was
the electric brake imposture, 
says
Success. It was such a simple and
still smith an ingenious scheme. Th
e
promoter incorporated a $5,000.000
compass, for the ostensible purpose of
manufacturing an electric brake. He
bad his stock books lithographed, di
s-
tributed some of she certificat
es
aroma( among his agents, and en-
gages brokers to trade in the stock !
in the Broad street curb market. The,
par 4 the stock was $5 The spec-
ulithas in it grew day by day and the
prior advanced from $5 to $to, to $20
te ape. The curb market was in a
fever of excitement over the myste-
rious Fgectric Brake stock The pro- Ii
motel' was behind the scenes pulling
the wites that made the marionettes
dance. lie cent agents ,out to Pitt!o
burg, Cleveland, Chicago and other Faith
interior towns. An agent would open forms.
n account with a broker in one of
these towns, trade in various stocks
for a few days and then buy a large
block of Electric Brake. He would
confillentially eithibit letters from New
York telling of the rise in Electric
Brake, and predicting its immediate
advance to $too a share.
The broker would accept the age'nt's
margfa of, say, $s000, and telegraph
his New York correspondent to buy
5oe shares of Electric Brake At $40
a share this would cost $30s000, the
broker advancing the remaining $15,-
000 is the usual manner. Other cus-
tomers in the office would follow the
New Yorker's lot tip." W.hen all
the agents had opened large accounts
in Fiectric Brake in the interior towns
and had gone away "for a little rest,"
the bottom dropped out of the Elec-
tric Brake boom. In a day the price
of the stock fell from, $4o to nothing.
The Western brokers, when their ab-
sent customers' margins were extmust-
rvm
•
the thoroughfare ready for accept-
ance by the city. This will be done
just as soon as the board has time
to go down and examine the work.
ed. threw the stock on the market at
any price it would bring. The crafty
promoter of Electric Brake waa the
one who sold the stock at $.tio a share
to the Western brokers. He got the
brokers' $.4o a share; they had his $to
a share margin. His profits were $30
a share, less his expenses for print-
ing, "washing" the stock on the curb
and. the pay of !his; agents. He clean-
ed ttp•more than $5o,000 a month Be-
cause of his cleverness in "planting"
fakes like this his name is associated
with half the swindles of Wall street.
Attention.
Ancient Order of United Work-
men. All members are urgently re-
quested to he present at a smilax
meeting of the lodge tonight
at 7:30 to hear business of import-
ance. A smoker will be held and
girt refreshments will be served. , For Safe.--
y order of M. W.
J. J CLARK, Recorder 
Gasoline boat Dan Patch. Latest
. improved F. & M. 32-H. P. engine.
For information call on or address.
thinks more of folks thao of Chas H. Hewett, care Fowler Boat
Store
Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second A
++++++++++++++4 +
POPULAR WANTS.
* • • 11, • • 4. • • • + + + +
FOR RENT—Five room cottage
No. 537 North Fifth street. Apply to
A. S. Dabney, or 'phone 849.
WANTED—City salesman for
Paducah. Address WI J. care Register.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jonet, 320
Kentucky Ave.
Ask your grocer for preserving
pears. Barrett Produce Company
will receive a car load of fine ones this
week.
' FOR SALE:—Brand new 3 room
"L" cottage not quite comple:ed, but
will be in ten days. Large front and
back porches. Jones street between
8th and 9th streets. Small cash pay-
ment balance in monthly installments.
Water in kitchen .
McCracken Real Estate & Mort-
gage Company Inc. Phone 765. Office
318 S 6th St. See Lillard DI Sanders,
Pres. f
This  is the Way We Dolt!
We are often asked how it is that we are able to
Strings, Violin Bows, Clarionet Reeds, Guitar Strings, and all Musi-
cal Instrument; Trimming at a lower price than is charged by other
dealers. Here is the HOW OF It—There are no Gut strings made
in the United tSates, and, in order to secure FRESH, RELIABLE
STOCK for our customers, we import DIRECT FROM EUROPE.
In this way we cut out ALL MIDDLE PROFIT, and sell BETTER
GOODS for LESS MONEY than other dealers.. .The Paducah Post-
master says that we are the ONLY DEALER 'thatimports through
the CLISODM house in this city. Catch on—We are the only ones that
can make prices.
D.E.Wilson at Harbour's Department Store
••••••11...-
1
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• IN THE LEAD
New phone sesoA.
Williams, 538 South Third srree4• ae Pawnbroker.The Only LicensedFURNITURE bought and sold
in the city—smory loaned on all v 'kohl's at the ;elven interm•—alt
liminess strictly confidential.UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short 'no
t ce.
WANTED FOR U. S. !RIMY—
Able-bodied unmarried dies between
ages of 11 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character as tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write Blueish. For information ep-
os, to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
e-end House, Paducah, Ky.
SHOT AND KILLED
IN ARGENTA SALOON
Murder Believed to Be Connected
With Race Disturbances.
Little Rock, Ark., October to --
Alex Champion, a negro, was shot
and killed in a saloon in Argenta
shortly after noon yesterday. The
murderer is unknown Sheriff Kay-
-
anaugh went to the scene and con-
templates placing the City of Argenoi
under martial law.
Considerable excitement exists, an.!
it is believed the death of the negro ,
is connected with the race disturb-
ances of the past several days. The
governor rray be asked. to order out
the state guards
WOODSON PERRY D
MORPHINE '. 'NINO
Louisville. Ky., .10.—
Woodson Perry, formeesch per-
intendent of Bath county. an mi-
nent in Democratic politics that
part of the state, died at the c s-
pital yesterday of cardiac fla is,
due to morphine poisoning. He
here abotrt two weeks ago to
the races. On October 7 he Illas
found unconscious in his roam at The
Nevitt Hotel and was removed to the
city hospital. He never recovered
from the state of coma, which seemed
to have been produced by morphine
poisoning, to which he is believed :o
have been addicted He was 47 years
of age and unmarried.
•
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as L Smith,—
ElmOak R
sell Gut Violin
Just Received a Big Lot
Parker-La Ferrer etc. We have Oa: Remington automatic shot gm.
Also Bargains in ah
kinds of p stole, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete Una ed
musical instruments in the city,
iiVe also have a complete stock of traveling bage—pricee are right.
all Broadway 111.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let an build the home; you pay for it as yen
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice Iota on dm
proposed car extension en Broad to anion depot mil on Alien
streets from 140 to Imo each. Buy now on installment piss
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Property in
aneaneing rapidly.
M'ClitACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Ilard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. P hone 765.
Hank Bros
Invite you to inspect their line before you buy. They are sole agnate
for the celebrated
WILSON
COAL or WOOD
Also have a complete stock of store pipe elbows, coal hods, sines, am,
Give ue a chance and we will save you money.
Dont Wait BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
TOO LONG
Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFOR.E YOU BUY
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Both Phones:--254Office and Elevator 2nd 8.; Ohio .* • 
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